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Southern Bell Is Fulton
County's Largest Taxpayer
Two checks, totaling more than
$15,000, were presented this week
to City of Fulton and Fulton
County officials for 1964 ad valorem taxes by the Southern Bell
Telephone Company.
A check f o r $13,309.17 was
handed to Sheriff Joe Campbell
in Hickman by retired Southern
Bell employee Mrs. Mayme Stahr
and Fulton City Manager Rollin
Shaw received a payment of
$1,804.27 from
Southern
BeU

Manager Curtis B. Mathis. The
Fulton County check was the
largest received this year, according to Sheriff Campbell.
The tax payment is part of about
$3,046,000 which Southern Bell
will pay to Kentucky counties and
cities this year in taxes.
•Southern Bell also presented an
ad valorem tax payment of $353,175 to the Commonwealth of Kentucky in September, according to
Mathis.
These payments are part of an
estimated $4,575,000 tax bill to be
paid by Southern Bell to the state,
counties and municipalities this
year, he said. "And, this tax payment does not include the sales
taxes •collected from our customers
and of social security, income and
excise taxes paid to the Federal
Government as a result of « u r
operations in Kentucky," Mathis
pointed out.

Notebook
Besides watching some alleged
Democratic campaign leaders drag
their feet during the recent election, another irritation I suffered
was the constant reference to
Fulton, Fulton County and the
twin cities as a sore spot of civil
rights unrest. I cannot begin to
name the metropolitan news\ paper people and state-wide political leaders who called me to
texplain the so-called Democratic
revolt on account of the Integrated
schools and the public accomodations law.
Each time I reported to them
that it was all a trumped up bit
of poppy-cock, that no such unrest existed, they would point out
that "Fulton has th e 'Old South'
attitude toward integration and
hence the "danger-zone" for the
Democrats. Every time I read
such reference to our community
I got mad at the obvious backhanded compliment. Sure, we
have an Old South attitude. We
love magnolias, mint juleps, sunshine, thoroughbred horses and
gentle living. If such characteristics make us law-violating citizens I'm for getting out the guns
and fighting a duel to protect the
honor of our communities.
One political writer tried to
back up his statement of unrest
by eftfJIjT t h a t in 1964 we gave
Johnson-Humphrey
16%% less
votes than we gave Truman in
1948. He failed to mention that on
the Truman ticket was Alben W.
Barkley of West Kentucky, a candidate for vice-president of the
United States, and one.of the few
Kentuckians ever selected to run
for such a high office.
The huge Democratic vote in
our county and in South Fulton
was certainly a vindication of that
"sore-spot" charge. Yet, I'd Just
like to make the charge seem
more ridiculous when I look back
into a few instances of the near
and distant past.
When the public schools integrated in the City of Fulton, for
the first time, hordes of metropolitan newspaper and magazine
reporters, wire services and even
over-seas news services were in
the city to cover the eVent, expecting all kinds of mob scenes
and violence. Many of the press
people made our office their headquarters, and I can tell you they
were a mighty disappointed lot
when the integration proceedings
went off as harmoniously and efficiently as though never a dissenting word had ever been voiced
about integration.
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Fulton Commission Votes Unanimously
To Appoint Authority To Get Civic Center

Students of the Fulton city
schools will get a half-holiday on
Wednesday, Nov. 25, beginning at
11:40 which will give them a
Ray Williams, who with his
The Fulton City Commission voted unanimously
two-and-a-half day holiday for wife Mary Ann, hosted the Costa
Thanksgiving.
Rican dance team, can testify that Monday night to appoint a Civic Center Authority to
Project-Unite Us succeeded in work toward the establishment of such a facility in the
Supt. Holland said the date was every way to make our Festival City of Fulton,
set by the members of the football visitors love and understand us.
team and the half-holiday is given Here are excerpts from some letMrs. Paul Westpheling appeared before the Comfor good behavior on Halloween ters received by them.
mission to report on preliminary findings by which to
Recommendations were made by
proceed to secure State, Federal and Foundation funds
the Fulton City police department,
"All the North American peoFulton City school faculty and
to finance the proposed center.
ple
are
lovely
and
especially
in
downtown mi
merchants.
your home towirf 1 would like to
Earlier on Monday Lee Potter Smith and Bob Seay,
send a kiss to everyone I met
well known architectural firm in Paducah flew to
there . . . Will you please give _of the
,
them my regards and gratefulness Fulton to dlSCUSS plans for the proposed center, pointing
for being so kind to us, because out that Federal funds may be secured to do preliminary
y

$3.00

engineering surveys for the project. As soon as themem
bers Of the Authority are appointed, 'a group that Will

only thing we could take you up function as an entity of

the

hav( '

a"

a larse auditorium to houst
ntematlonal events
to."'

the

hope
Commissioners Bill Scott and
Charles Robert Bennett voiced
other supporting and enthusiastic
opinions.
Mrs. Westpheling told the Commission.
"I have talked with enough
people to realize that to establish
a Friendship Center is not an idle,
hopeless dream. With the various
Federal programs available I have
been told often that money can be
secured to make our Project-

f

o£

Latin-American neighbors. Getting

City of Fulton) C i t v M a n - money won't be easy, but our goal

there was our heart full of. love. a g e r Rollin Shaw will file an application to the proper
I hope you can com e down one ,
•
, ,,
.
,
j
,
, ,
,
day and then we will try to do for housing agency in Atlanta for advance funds to do reyou everything we can, in our Search on the project.
poor way
Mayor Gilbert DeMyer, has
Maria del Pilar RodAn indication of the Commisshown a keen interest in estabSan Jose, Costa Rica
lishing a proposed center that may sion's enthusiasm was voiced by
Commissioner
Ward Johnson who
be called th e
Latin-American
"I told my parents all about 2 Friendship Center. Offering his told the News Editor: "We'd aptrip and specially how pleased I support and endorsement of the point the board tonight if you had
have been knowing such kind and proposal. Mayor DeMyer was en- the names. Then we'd be that far
joined by other along on the project."
wonderful people as you are, and thusiastically
they are very grateful for all what members of the Commission in
Commissioner W. P. Burnette,
you did for us. And they say that setting up the organization to an officer and avid Banana Feshere in Costa Rica you have a move ahead with plans to erect tival enthusiast said: "We can't
home any time $ o u want. Of a facility that bids well to become begin to expand the Banana Fesa giant tourist attraction.
(Continued on poje Twelve)
tival like we want to unless we

13 w o r t h e v e r y t h l n g w e

it.

Put

into

"Selection of the site is the next
most important step. Knowing of
the intense desire to establish
such a center I know that property-owners will join in the effort
by asking a reasonable price for
the 20-acres needed."
Mrs. Westpheling also reported
that:
—Governor Edward T. Breathitt has offered every facility of his
Administration to seek Federal
and Foundation funds with which
to finance the Friendship Center;
—K e n t u c ky
Commissioners
Katherine Peden (Commerce) and
Cattie Lou Miller (Public Infor-'
mation) have agreed to serve as
ex-officio members of the Authority to lend the facilities of their
departments to secure the center.
—Vice-President-elect
Hubert
Humphrey,
Undersecretary
of
Southern BeU, the largest single taxpayer In Fulton County, paid
State for Political Affairs Averell
its 1964 ad valorem taxes earlier this WW*. Making the presentation
Harriman, Senator John Sherman
Cooper and Congressmen Frank
on behalf sf the Company is Mrs. Mayme Stahr, a retired employee
Scarcely one third of the $2500 quota has been col- t h i s money goes. The money rais- Albert Stubblefield and Robert
living in Hickman Sheriff Joe Campbell is shown accepting it.
A. "Fats" Everett have pledged
lected in the annual finance drive for the Four Rivers
^ Z f ' T vJ™
their assistance and support.
/-i
„
.
, A
many other of our very worthA prospectus, outlining the vared ouncil, Boy Scouts of America, it was learned at press while drives, is used directly for
(Continued on page Twelve)
time on Wednesday.
With
the
Fulton
area
containing
the
good
of
the
people
of
the
teayipst c o n c e n t
o w n in whi?.it0iQs rais f d ' ,11 ca?
J
one
of
the
heaviest
concentration
of
Boy
Scout
activities
'
<-—
proven that 99c
out the
of each
in the Councili<he ex^h^lve
program of Scouting would be
^oo'co'nKt^d'is
«p^nt7n
gen"

Boy Scout Finance Drive Lagging;
Fulton Has Large Scouting Program

Photo-Quiz Ad
Nay Mean Ten
Dollars To Yon

Have you been looking at the
Photo - Quiz advertisement in
the News each week to see if
you're on candid camera? You'd
better get In the habit of doing
so, for It might mean ten, cold,
cadi dollars for you.
Starting three weeks ago three
local women have been handed
checks because they were snapped along Fulton's streets, without ever having soen the News
photographer. Thus far Mrs. Ed
Halley, Mrs. George Moore and
Mrs. Rich Gardner have become
richer by ten donars because
they were on "candid camera."
Look at the advertisement today sponsored by the Pure
Milk Co., Melrose Chemicals,
Wade TV. and Southern States
Fulton Co-op, all of Fulton: Discount Furniture Mart of Martin
and E. W. James Super Market
of Union City and Hickman.
You may find yourself pictured
there making you the winner
of a ten dollar check . . , with
no strings attached.

Derby Cafe, Inc.
He-eleds Officers

All officers and directors of the
Derby Cafe, Inc. were re-elected
at the stockholders meeting held
at the restaurant Tuesday night.
All but three of the 44 stockholders were either present or represented by proxy.
Re-elected were: Dr. R. V. Putnman, president; W. S. Mantle,
vice-president; Rodney
Miller,
secretary-treasurer and
Dewey
Johnson and Earl Lohaus, directors.
Hugh Fly is general manager of
the restaurant.

The money to be raised locally
is to maintain two large Cub
packs, three Scout troops "and one
Explorer troop, Ted Simmons reported.
In detailing the functions for
which funds contributed are spent
Mr. Simmons gave these facts:

and
It
" civic
* clubs.
"'
" is
' not" government subsidized and must be supported by the general public by
contributions during the annual
drive. This drive is headed by a
local man and all workers are local people. A goal is set, based on
the needs of the local council for
the coming year. If scouting is to
The Boy Scouts of America is be carried on in a given town,
an organization for boys and this town must meet its goal.
young men which is carried on in
local institutions, such as churches
Now, you may wonder where

Standard Fruit Names New President;
Dr. D'Antoni Becomes Head Of Board

TWe Board of Directors of Standard Fruit and Steamship Company today elected Donald J.
Kirchhoff president, succeeding
Dr. Joseph S. D'Antoni, who continues as chairman of the board.
Malcolm MacNaughton, president of Castle & Cooke, Inc., Dole
Corporation and other companies;
Lawrence H. Hogue, vice-president and controller of Dole, R. H.
Smith.
vice-president - producA representative of the Social tion of Standard Fruit, and KirchSecurity Administration will be hoff were selected to the board at
at the Fulton City Hall on No- the same meeting.
vember 16 to give any informaDr. D'Antoni has filled the dual
tion requested about Social Se- positions of president and chaircurity.
man of the board since 1953. PreIn future he will be at the Ful- viously, he was rriedical director
ton City Hall. Instead of at the and a member of the board.
post office, on the first and third
Kirchhoff, who is 39, joined
Mondays of each month.
Standard Fruit as manager, opera-

Social Security Aide
To Make Visit Here

Digging for any possible news
that might cast a dark light on our
integration, the reporters left in
about 24 hours, calling their visit
the worst water-haul that ever
happened. Knowing pretty much
what goes on around these two
cities, I can say without fear of
contradiction that not once, not
one time have I ever heard a
derogatory word, or unpleasant
Incident that has happened as a
rfesult of our integrated schools.
Moreover, never, but never have
our children said an unpleasant
or unkind word about their classmates, nor have their friends, and
The industry-seeking visit to
there are a goodly number of
young people who hang around Chicago recently by a group of
our house.
Weakley Countlans was a big success, Viron Beard, president of the
Weakley
County
Chamber of
The same thing can be said of Commerce, said, "I think I can
the South Fulton Schools. As a speak for all those who particimatter of fact so uneventful was pated in the trip in saying that we
the integration in South Fulton, are most optimistic about the inI didn't even know it was in ef- dustrial growth of Weakley Counfect until a few weeks after it ty as a result of the calls made,"
happened This situation speaks Mr. Beard said.
extremely well for both our white
Four excellent prospects were
and negro populations. It is abun- obtained from the trip. Of the
dantly evident that we are good four, one is Interested in an imlay-abiding Americans first, and mediate location and the other
Southerners second, magnolias, three are planning
expansions
mint Juleps, cotton plantations within thi next six months. "All
and everything considered.
four appeared strongly interested
(Continued on pop* Twelve)
in our presentation of Weakley

have to be curtailed sharply unless the quota is met, a erai area where it is raised.

Scout official told the News.

tions analysis, in 1956. In 1958, he
was named assistant to the president, and in 1960, general manager of the Honduras Division. In
1961, he was named vice-president
of the company and in June, 1962
returned to the home office at
New Orleans as executive vicepresident. Born in St. Louis, M o ,
Kirchhoff was graduated from
Miami University (Ohio) in 1946
and from the Harvard Business
School in 1949. After completing
his graduate studies at Harvard,
he was employed for four years
by The Kroger Company as an
accountant and for three years
was controller of National Food
Stores of Michigan, Inc.

Ltd., Ewa Plantation Co., Kohala
Sugar Co., Waialua Agricultural
Co., Ltd. He is chairman of the
board and director of Hawaiian
Equipment Co., Ltd. He is president of the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association and vice-president
of the Pineapple Growers Association of Hawaii. He is director,
secretary and treasurer and a
member of the executive committee of the Oahu Development Conference.

In addition, he is a director of
American National Fire Ins. Co.;
American National Red Cross,
Hawaii State Chapter; Bumble
Bee Seafoods, Inc., California &
Hawaiian Sugar Refining Corp.,
Castle
& Cooke Terminals Ltd,
MacNaughton is president and
Philippines,
Inc., Great
director of Castle & Cooke, Inc., Dole
(Continued on page iwetve)
Dole Company, Dole of Canada

Some of the things this money
is spent for are:
1 - Bulletins,
literature and
program helps sent to the units.
2 - Maintenance of a 1.000 acre
camp on Kentucky Lake, which
is open to the boys 363 days a
year, closing only on Thanksgiving and Christmas.
3 - The salary for the full-time
District Boy Scout executive, who
lives and works in the area.
4 - Electricity, water, heat and
rent for the Boy Scout Council of(Continued on page Twelve)

Fulton Adds
Welcome To
Bob Hattons
Fulton welcomes the Bob Hattons, who recently moved here
from Corbin, Kentucky to join
Southern Bell Telephone Company
as installer and repairman. He
succeeds C. D. Shupe, who recently was transferred to Hopkinsville.
Hatton is a native of Middlesboro, Ky., but has worked for the
past two and one-half years at
Corbin. He began service here on
October 12.
He, his wife and five months
old daughter, Cynthia, are living
at 514 North College Street. They
are Baptists.
He is a Second Lieutenant in
the National Guard at Williamsburg, Ky., and is a member of
Hugh Harris Masonic Lodge No.
938 in Corbin.

Weakley County Civic Leaders Go On Industry-Hunting Safari

/

County as a site for their firms,"
Mr. Beard said.
A total of 49 calls were made
on Industrial concerns by the
seven-man team. Each firm was
presented the "Weakley County
Story" and brought up-to-date on
the facilities available to it in this
county. Team members were wellreceived and listened to attentively as they were given the facts
on manpower, available sites, snd
other factors advantageous to
their operations
in
Weakley
County.
Martin Mayor Doug Murphy
was high in his praise of the trip.
"This wss truly a team effort
with every man working for
Weakley County. There was no

effort by anyone to put his town
over others, but rather, everyone
concentrated upon selling the
prospects upon Weakley County.
It was a most gratifying experience to witness the hard work for
a common goal put forth by the
team members," Mayor Murphy
said.
Mayor Murphy added that the
spirit of co-operation and sincere
effort to benefit the county as a
whole Is a continuation of the
new spirit In the county. "I have
felt for sometime that Weakley
County has entered a new and
highly progressive era growing
out of county-wide cooperation.
This trip Just concluded was further evidence of this co-operative

spirit," Mr Murphy said.
Greenfield Mayor Sam Williams felt the trip was highly
worthwhile and that concrete results were obtained. "I believe
that if the pteople of Weakley
County, and I speak of not Just a
few but all, want industry it can
be obtained. However, it will require the work and co-operation of
all of us. This trip was a good
start in this direction," he said.
James Travis of Dresden commented, "In all my experience of
calling on people, I have never
been welcomed as cordially and
given the considerate attention
thaUhe executives of these companies gave us. It convinced me
that we are getting favorable at-

South Fulton
Cage Teams
See Win-Loss

South Fulton's scrappy basketball teams started off the season
winning one and losing one. The
Devilettes won over Sharon's girls
team by a score of 48-31. The Red
Devils scored the same number of
points as did the girls team, but
Sharon's male cagers scored 65.
Robert Ward is coach of the
Red Devils' team.
The 23-game schedule includes
12 home games, and 12 games will
be played prior to the Christmas
holidays.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
Nov. 13-Dresden
here
Nov. 17-0. Central
there
Nov. 20-Palmersville
there
Nov. 24-Fulton Co.
here
Dec. 1-GIeason
there
Dec. 4-Lake Co.
here
Dec. 5-Martin
there
Dec. 8-Fulton Co.
there
Dec. 11-Sharon
here
Dec. 15-Kenton
here
Dec. 18-U. City
here
CHRISTMAS
Jan. 5-Dresden
there
Jan. 8-Paris
here
Jan. 12-0. Central
here
Jan. 15-U. City
there
Jan. 16-Martin
here
Jan. 19-PalmersvilIe
here
Jan. 22-Mayfield
here
Jan. 29-Gleason
here
Feb. 2-Lake Co.
there
Feb. 5-Kenton
there
Feb. 6-Mayfield
there
"From The FHS Kennel"

1964'65 Basketball
Games Are Scheduled

This is the 1964-65 Fulton High
Basketball Schedule:
Dec. 4 ( F r i )
Fulton Co. ( T )
Dec 5 (Sat)
Wingo (T)
Dec. 11 (Fri.1
Carlisle Co. ( T )
Dec. 12 (Sat )
Benton (H)
Dec. 18 (Fri.)
Fancy Farm (H)
Jan. 8 (Fri )
Hickman Co. ( T )
Jan. 9 (Sat.)
Obion Central (H)
Jan. 15 (Fri.)
Carlisle Co. (H)
Jan. 16 (Sat.)
Lowes ( T )
Jan. 22 (Fri.)
Murray City (H)
Jan. 29 ( F r i ) Murray Col. Hi (H)
Jan. 30 ( S a t )
Calloway Co. ( T )
Feb. 2 (Tues.)
Wingo (H)
Feb. 5 (Fri.)
Fulton Co. (H)
Mr. Beard announced that Ex- Feb. 12 (Fri.)
Mayfield ( T )
ecutive Director Bill Teuton will Feb. 13 (Sat)
Hickman Co. (H)
return to Chicago within a short- Feb 19 (Fri.) Murray Col. HI. ( T )
(Continued on pops Twelve)
Feb. 20 (Sat.) Ballard Mem (H)

tention in our efforts to attract
industry to the county."
County Judge Cayce Penetecost
was given a report of the trip after the group returned. He expressed his gratification at the results and then issued the following statement: "All the people of
Weakley County owe these men
who went to Chicago a debt of
thanks. They took time from their
business and used their own money to work for Weakley County.
It Is wonderful to witness this
county-wide movement for progress."

Here Is A Picture Of Average American Guy!
The following editorial first appeared in the Oddessa (Tex.) American,
and was reprinted in the Congressional Record.
He wants to run his own business.
He wants to select his own doctor.

PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, the American system of free public education is a most vital force in equipping this
nation's children and youth to meet the many challenges of the future; and
WHEREAS, the nations schools and the schools
of this community are essential to preserving the
American way of life; and

He wants to make his own bargains.
He wants to buy his own insurance.

WHEREAS, a rapidly changing world requires
that education change to meet new challenges without diminishing the traditional American appreciation of the supreme worth of the individual; and

He wants to select his own reading matter.
He wants to provide for his own old age.

WHEREAS, the moral and financial support
of all citizens is necessary in the great task of educating young people for their roles as responsible
Americans:

He wants to select his own charities.
He wants to educate his children as he wishes.
He wants to make his own investments.
He wants to select his own friends.
He wants to provide his own recreation.
He wants to compete freely in the market place.
He wants to grow by his own efforts.
He wants to profit by his errors.

NOW, THEREORE, I Gilbert L. DeMyer, Mayor of the City of Fulton, Kentucky, do hereby designate November 8-14, 1964, as American Education Week and urge all citizens to reaffirm their interest in the aims, achievements, and needs of the
schools in order to help strengthen and preserve
this training ground of democracy.
Gilbert L. DeMyer, Mayor

He wants to take part in the competition of ideas.
He wants to be a man of good will.
What kind of a nut is he? He's an American who understands and believes in the Declaration of Independence, that's what kind.

American Education Week Reminds Us That
Learning Is Basic To Every Phase Of Life
"Education Pays Dividends" is
the theme for the 1964 observance,
November 8-14, of American Education Week—and the official who represents Mississippi in the policy-making council of the National Education
Association (NEA) says that he can
prove it.
Representing the 903,000 classroom teachers, principals, professors,
superintendents and specialist teach-'
ers in their states, members of the
NEA board of directors point out that
besides the purely financial dividends
education may bring to the student
and his community, it can bring
others, less tangible perhaps but nonetheless real.
The NEA directors declare that
the individual student may earn more
money as his educational level increases, and the governments of
which he is a citizen may thus be
strengthened through his increased
financial capacity to pay taxes. But,
they add, education can also bring the
individual a sense of self-fulfillment
in realizing more fully his intellectual
powers, in understanding the facts
and philosophies of the world, in appreciating its culture. And through
these changes, they point out, education can help turn the individual into
a more active and effective citizen
thereby benefitting the entire nation.
But the tangible dividends are
indicated by these facts, the NEA
says.
The better an individual's education, the more he produces, the more
he buys and consumes, the more he
reads, the more active he is in civic
and national affairs, the higher his
standard of living. (Source: U. S.
Chamber of Commerce.)
On the average, in 1961, men
with less than an eighth grade education earned $2,090; men who finished
eighth grade $3,542; men who c o m pleted high school $5,052; men who
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dents and servicemen; the store
clerk; the neighbor next door;
and little boys and girls who are
too young to protect themselves
f r o m the danger* of the adult
world
This is an appalling waste of
life. Even more appalling has
been the failure of many of our
public officials and many of our
Citizens to do something' about i t
W e have become used to the
ghastly blood-letting on our highways. We have come to accept
highway deaths as inevitable.

graduated
from
college, $7,691.
'Source: U. S. Census Bureau.)
For every $1,000 spent building
new schools, 212 hours of work are
created. The average school job takes
81 persons to complete. At least 38 of
these come from the community
where the school is built. (Source:
Bureau of Labor Statistics.)
For every $100,000 spent on a
new school, $26,000 comes back directly to local merchants. The average school construction cost is $730,000, including $190,000 in wages to
local workers —architects, engineers,
truck drivers, carpenters, plumbers,
and others. School construction provides jobs for 275,000 persons annually. (Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.)
The observance this year of
American Education Week will be
the 43rd. Since it was started in 1921
by the National Education Association and the American Legion (the
U. S. Office of Education and the National Congress of Parents and Teachers have since joined as sponsors) the
week has been devoted to increasing
public understanding of education
and its role in a democracy.
President Johnson — as other
presidents before him—spelled this
out in proclaiming American Education Week.
"Education," he said, "is basic to
every facet of our individual lives and
of the life of our nation. We must constantly strive to assure that each of
our people h§s the opportunity to obtain the best education possible—for
upon the accomplishment of that task
depends the realization of our hopes
and aspirations for a bright future for
our nation and our children."

DESIRE
The thirst of desire is never filled, nor fully satisfied.
—Cicero
Some desire is necessary to keep
life in motion; he whose real wants
are supplied, must admit those of
fancy.
—Samuel Johnson
What we most need is the prayer of fervent desire for growth in
grace, expressed in patience, meekness, love, and good deeds.
—Mary Baker Eddy
We trifle when we assign limits
to our desires, since nature hath set
none.
—C. N. Bovee
The stoical schemes of supplying our wants by lopping off our desires, is like cutting off our feet when
we want shoes.
—Jonathan Swift
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Taming Back The ClockNovember 12, 1944
Members of the Young Men's
Business Club met November 14
at the Fuzzell Boarding House on
Third Street f o r a turkey dinner.
The president, W. M Blackstone,
was in charge of the business session. Plans were made f o r a
Christmas banqu^ and a dance.
Members of the Marshall A l e x ander Post of the American L e gion and the Auxiliary members
held their annual Armistice Day
banquet November 17 at the Legion cabin
Candidates as king and queen
for the annual Junior Carnival,
which will be held November, 17
in the Science Hall, have been
elected for the Jour classes of
Fulton High School as follows:
Miss Jean Rhodes and Jack Adams,
senior
candidates; Miss
Jean
Shelby and Bill Joe Forrest, junior; Miss Joan flpcCollum and
Gene Pigue, sophomore; Miss Barbara Askew and Bill Campbell,
freshman.
Mrs. William F. Burns of 34
Third Street entertained with a
fish supper last Saturday night.
Supper was served to Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Burns and daughter,
Bettie, of East Prairie, Mo., Mrs.
Martha Britton
and
children,
Jerry and Sue, Mrs. Ruby Neisler
and Heark Lynch and Bill, and
Junior Burns.
A large crowd met at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, in
the Palestine community, November 13 to discuss a project of
building a community house near
where the school stood. All seemed interested and a nice fund was
subscribed.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes ,of
Pilot Oak, entertained November
12 with a family reunion in honor
of Lieut. Wilber Collins, who i*
back from England, where he
made 38 missions over Germany.
Linda Lee Mitchell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mitchell of
Pilot Oak, was married November
12 to Billie Moore, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Tommie Moore. They are
making their home in Fulton,
where Mr. Moore works.
Mrs. Abe Jolley was hostess to
a bridge party November 10 at
her home on West State Line.

Mrs. A. G. Baldridge w o n high
score, Mrs. Bob White second and
Mrs. T. M. Franklin, consolation.
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr., honored her
litUe daughter, Miss Ann Fall,
with a delightful birthday party
recenUy at her home on Eddings
Street on her fourth birthday.
Miss Marjory Puckett was hostess at a party given November 11
at her home on Eddings Street in
honor of Misses Frances Barlow
and Sue Keeling of Mayfield.
Dancing was enjoyed and refreshments were served to the following: Mary Louise Simons, Jean
Rhodes, Betty Jean Joyner, Barbara Askew, Marilee Beadles,
Patsy Koon, Virginia Jackson,
Janie Huffman, Betty Lou Gore,
Mary Eleanor Blackstone,
Ann
Maxberry, Joan McCollum, Margaret June McAdoo of Woodland
Mills, Tenn., Tootie Roberts, Wilms Harris, Sammye Williams,
Elsie Blehinger, Marilyn Shankle,
Maurine
Ketcham, Mary Lee
Hawks, Mrs. Stanley Jones, Joe
Freeman, George Harrison, Bo
Dodd, John Vincent and Schoolus
Rowe of Martin, Bo McClure,
Eugene Pigue, Jimmy Green, L.
C. Bone, W. O. Jones, Jack Adams,
Henry Locke, Tab Vowell, Charles Green, John Joe Campbell,
Don Morris, Jack Merrymap, Robert Rucker, William Warren, Joe
Campbell, Roy Nethery of Cayce,
C. D. Jones, Jerry Lowe, Hunter
Whitsell and Jimmy Lansden of
Paducah.

Presently, the SUte is working
in several areas in an effort to
improve our highway safety program Our Division of Traffic is
making a close study of no-passing zones to see what actions we
can take to make these points on
the road safer. We also are conducting a study of the State's
railroad crossings to hopefully
curb this type wreck. We plan to
prepare a manual f o r traffic
courts and we are considering
methods to achieve a uniform traffic
ticket at aU enforcement
levels.

Many persons think of traffic
safety as the j o b of public officials
W e hope to improve the physionly. Let the police do it. Let cal and training standards for
the legislature do i t
Let tbe school bus driver* because no
courts do i t Anyone but me.
driver in Kentucky carries a more
I f s not as simple as that. There precious carload. W e are consideris an Individual responsibility to ing several uniform markings for
b e assumed. Organizations have farm machinery so that this
a responsibility too. TTCiere must equipment can be seen quicker.
b e citizen understanding and citi- Soon, our action program, whose
zen support because there is al- basis is a study made by the Inways somebody ready to throw a surance Institute for Highway
brickbat at a traffic safety pro- Safety, will get under way.
g r a m There are too many selfish
These are programs, m a l l and
interests ready to tear it down. big, all designed to save lives on
There are too many toes to be Kentucky's highways. There are
stepped on when strict law enmany more areas of highway
forcement is the key to a drive.
safety we plan to look into, and
Our county judges, our prosecu- you will be hearing from us in the
tors, our police officials, cannot months ahead.
stand alone in this drive. They've
At the local level, I would suggot to have public support behind
t h e m If a law is unpopular, if a gest the creation of county comlaw doesn't hav<e public support mittees whose functions would be
public officials will not press tor to educate the public in safety
programs, to explore and improve
its enforcement
We have made one thing cry- road hazards and to establish lostal clear from the beginning of cal, positive, hard-hitting safety
this campaign. Kentucky is not in- campaigns. Believing that strict
terested in piling up a long list of law enforcement is the key to our
convictions and suspensions. Our drive, I feel our judges must
goal is to slow drivers down and spearhead the highway safety
keep them alive. We w o n t con- campaigns in our counties.
sider the program a real success
But they can't do the j o b withuntil traffic slows down to the
point where f e w arrests have to out citizen support. It is up to you
people
to marshal that support
be made.
and put it into live-saving action.
In this safety campaign we
have made an ironic discovery.
I am determined to face up to
Apparently there are thousands this problem and work with you
of drivers who w o n t heed an ap- to solve i t Let us hope w e can
peal to slow down to save their generate sufficient widsom and enown lives or the lives of their thusiasm to make our highways a
families. But they will slow down path to life and enjoyment instead
to save their licenses.
of a road to death and tragedy.

BIG ( J u b o )

Cheeseburger

40c

FISH SANDWICH 35c
FRENCH FRIES 20c
LARGE (14 oz.) Fountain Drink 10c
BIG (Jumbo) HAMBURGER
35c

BAT'S SANDWICH SHOP
Curb Service

Counter Service

Mrs. Oscar Cowell was honored
on November 18 with a birthday
dinner given by her daughter,
Mrs. E. P. Dawes. It was Mrs.
Cowell's sevenUeth.
Mrs. Howard Edwards entertained the Thursday night bridge club
with a supper at the Coffee Shop.
After nipper they went to Mrs.
Edwards' home, where two tables
of bridge were in progress. Mrs.
Maxwell McDade won high score
and Mrs. Wilbum Holloway won
low.

Phones take the run out of

Mrs. Paul Williams was hostess
to a dinner party November 9,
honoring her niece, Miss Jean
Yates. The following guests were
present: Kenneth Winslow, Lewis
Johnson, John Wilson, Dorothy
Givens, all of Paducah, Darleska
Vincent Mrs. Joe McPherson,
Mrs. Robert Yates and Ronnie
Yates.

100 Years Ago This Week
AO MslrWa' reviewer tha Ctvil War day by day in' Ken" " * / . •« reviewed'!* th» Kentucky h v l l War Commission
BY J O B J O R D A N •
Frankfort—
Last May, Kentucky launched
an all-out campaign to reduce the
mounting slaughter on its highways. Since speed is one of the
principal causes of serious accidents, w e began in mid-August
suspending the licenses of every
convicted excesjive speeder for a
period of 90 days. There are no
exceptions.
This is one of the most drastic
crackdowns ever undertaken by
any state. Since this drive started,
I've had some Interesting letters,
visitors, and telephone calls
One man wrote me: "YouTl
never get my vole again:" A n other asked: "What kind of governor are you? It's the j o b of the
politician to do favors f o r as
many people as he can. If you
don't do favors, you w o n t be a

good governor!" I even got it from
a couple of judges. Some of my
friends are worried over what effect this clamor will have on my
political future. The answer is
very simple. The only way for a
governor to handle a drive such aa
this—or any other decision, for
that matter—is not to worry about
votes, but to do the right thing
and the votes will take care of
themselves.
I'm convinced that trying to
•ave live* ls the right thing. If
the program results In saving the
life of even one unknown person,
then it'* a success. If a number of
live* are saved, it would be a GodLast year 837 persons were ruthlessly slain on our (tate's highways. These are the death* of
fathers and mothers; college itu-

... running a house
O n e p h o n e is m i g h t y h a n d y . B u t i t
c a n ' t f o l l o w y o u a r o u n d the house.

The answer is extension phones in
your kitchen, bedroom, family room,
workshop... wherever your family
q>eods a lot of time. Extension phones
in oolor add so much convenience and
beauty for so little cost.

®

Southern B « I

»

PraiherPoyner
Dies In Tractor
Accident Monday

DEATHS

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, November 12:

Funeral services for Prather
Poyner, 46, killed in a tractor acJONES HOSPITAL
cident Monday morning, were
held at 2:30 p. m. Wednesday at
A H. Clark, Lurline Grissom,
First Christian Church in Hick- Mrs. W. B. Lancaster, Fulton; Mrs.
Roy Robertson, Mrs. Thomas McThe Rev. N. T. Patton conduct- Clain, Dukedom.
ed the service. Burial was in
Hickman City Cemetery.
HILL VIEW HOSPITAL
Mr. Poyner, well-known farmer, was found dead about 10 a. m.
Mrs. Mildred Lewis, L. D.
Monday by his father-inlaw, W. A. Wright, Mrs. J. C. Wilbur, Mrs.
White, and brother-in-law, James Cora Nelms, Mrs. Georgia KnighEdward White. His tractor had ton, Robert Bowles, Roy Hill,
overturned, pinning him beneath Phyllis Crocker, Mrs. M. L. Herit.
ring, David Large, Fulton; Mrs.
He had been dead about two Daniel Crocker, Paula Howard,
hours when he was found.
South Fulton; Mrs.' Bobby Rush
An active member of First ing, Route 1, Fulton; Barbara
Christian Church, Mr. Poyner Jean Jackson, Mrs. Dannie Suiter
served on its official board. He and baby, Wingo; Mrs. Clara Dedwas a director in the RECC.
mon, James Choate, Union City
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Mrs. R. P. Bivens, Kelly Rose,
Sarah White. Poyner; a son, David Water Valley; Mrs. Teeny McPoyner; a daughter, Mrs. Doris Whorter, Clinton; Mrs. Joe WillJean McMullin of Hickman, and iamson and baby, Dukedom.
a brother, Leroy Poyner of Hickman.
FULTON HOSPITAL

Well Known
IC Dispatcher
Dies In Jackson

John W. Stockdale, 77, of Jackson, Tenn., formerly of Fulton and
Paducah, died Monday in JacksonMadison County Hospital in Jackson.
Mr. Stockdale, a retired Illinois
Central Railroad dispatcher, began his railroad career with the
Louisville it Nashville Railroad in
1900 as a telegraph operator. He
retired from the IC in 1957.
Funeral services were held at 2
p. m. Wednesday at First Baptist
Church in Jackson, with burial in
Hollywood Cemetery.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Lora Day Stockdale; a son, Jarrell
Stockdale of Atlanta; a daughter,
Mrs. William H. Callan of Washington Grove, Md.; a brother, Virgil K Stockdale of Clarksville,
Tenn.; a sister, Mrs. Walter Farrar of Camden, Tenn., and four
grandchildren.

•Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
•Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
•Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
•Picture frames
•Permanent flower arrangements
•Fresh-cut flower arrangements
•Corsages and pillow
corsages
•Wedding flowers a specialty
'Artistic funeral arrangements

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20
Carr at Commercial

Buford Sisson, Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Mrs. Pete Green, Mrs. J. J
House, H. L. Hardy, Mrs. Louis
Weaks, M. L. Batts, Fulton; Mrs.
Titus King, Mrs. Archie Hornsby,
South Fulton; Sol Hancock, Mrs.
Beatrice Via, Lee Byars, Route 1,
Fulton; Mrs. Herman Roberts,
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans. Mrs. Mattie
Rogers, Mrs. Stella Glover, Route
4, Fulton; Mrs. Jo Scruggs, Water
Valley; Eugene McMorris, Route
1, Water Valley; Miss Mary Starks,
Route 2, Water Valley; Mrs. L. E.
Moore, Wingo; Mrs. Lalar Vaughn,
Mrs. Lee Snow, Route 1, Wingo;
Earl Roberts, Clinton; Miss Elva
Ward, Route 1, Clinton; Mrs. Kenneth Covey, Route 4, Union City;
Mrs. John Fleming, Route 1, Hick
man, Mrs. Felbert Jones, Hickman; Mrs. Daphne Mathis, Mar
tin; Mrs. W. C. Morrison, Route
4, Dresden; Mrs. Laura Wilson,
Sharon, Mrs. Will Montgomery,
Route 1, Clinton.

Diabetes Test.
Urged During
Next Week!
Every man, woman, and child
in Kentucky was urged today by
Robert S. Tillett, M. D „ Louisville, chairman of the Kentucky
State Medical Association's Dia
betes Committer to take advent
age of the free diabetes tests offered by physicians, hospitals, and
laboratories during National Diabetes Week which begins Sunday.
The importance of early detection of diabetes was stressed
by Governor Ned Breathitt who
has proclaimed the period from
November 15-21 as Diabetes Week
in Kentucky.
He emphasised the importance
of being tested for diabetes each
year, since early detection can
greatly simplify the problems of
control of the disease.
EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS
More vigorous enforcement . . .
effective driver licensing . . . driver education . . . proper punishment to offenders . . . all of these
are matters which must be considered, not only by officials but
by all citizens.

P.U.?
PANTOMIME UNIVERSITY
BAND
PRESENTED

BY

Fulton Rotary Club
November 20 -21

I

Billy Joe Clapp
Billy Joe Clapp died suddenly
of a heart attack on November 7
at his home In Highlands.
He was an employee of Pipeline Service StaUon in Fulton and
was 27 years of age.
Funeral services were held November 9 in Central Church of
Christ, with Harry Owtens, minister, officiating. Burial was in
Hickmap city cemetery, in charge
of Whitnel Funeral Home.
Surviving are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Clapp of Arlington;
his wife, Mrs. Lois Totty Clapp, a
son, Bobby Joe and a daughter,
Cynthia Lynn, of Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. Frances Ann Grogan of
Arlington and Mrs. Mary Helen
Pruitt of Milbum; his grandmother, Mrs. Eva Lee Clapp of Arlington and a number of uncles and
aunts.

Walter R. Kimbro
Funeral services were held in
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel on November 6 for Walter R. Kimbro,
with Rev. Paul Jones officiating.
Burial was in Rock Springs Cemetery.
Mr. Kimbro, a well-known farmer of the Crutchfield community,
died in Hillview Hospital on November 4, following a long illness.
He was 78 years of age and a lifelong resident of the Crutchfield
community.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Lois Freeman Kimbro; one son,
William Kimbro of Crutchfield;
one daughter, Mrs. Katherine
Vaugham of South Bend, Indiana;
two step-daughters, Mrs. Evelyn
Nell Yates of Ukial, California
and Mrs. Fern Lynda Barley of
San Diego, California, a sister,
Mrs. Porter Lewis of Crutchfield;
two grandchildren, Mrs. Sandra
Trotter of Martin and Mrs. Bessie
Ann Tredway of Oklahoma City,
Okla.

Fulton Woman
Ts Killed In
Auto Accident

p

UTMB Coach Speaks
To Local Lions Club
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At the Lions Club meeting last
Friday Floyd Burdettte. UTMB
basketball coach, was guest speaker, outlining his training program
A former Fulton woman was for UTMB athletes. He was prekilled and her husband critically sented by Dr. C. H. Myers.
injured In a headon collision in
Elbert Johns, Paul Owens and
a dense fog 12 miles north of
John Brock of Paducah attended
Joliet, 111., Friday morning.
the meeting on behalf of the
Funeral services for Mrs. VirWPSD-TV Marathon. Other visiginia Warren Holland, 37, were
tors were Rex Grabill, president
held at Joliet Monday She was
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Buel of Ferry-Morse Seed Company, of
Mountain View, Calif., Don BronWarren of Fulton.
dyke and Earl Campbell, guests
Her husband, Jack Holland, 40, of George Allbritton, John Sullison of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Holland, van and Glen Veneklasen.
was hospitalized with multiple
fractures and internal injuries.
A passenger in the Holland car,
Jasper J. Costa, S5, of Crest Hill,
111., also was killed, as was the
driver of the other car, Edwin
Pietrazak, 30, of Roneville, 111.

WELCOME HOME

GETTING BETTER!

Earl Phillips, owner of Quality
Cleaners, returned from the Baptist Hospital in Memphis Sunday
and is reported to be on the road
to recovery.

Perry Weems, who was injured
several weeks ago, is reported
emproved in the Madison County
General
Hospital in Jackson,
Tenn.

SEARS

AUTOMOTIVE
CENTER

Holland and Costa were on
their way to work at Electromotive plant at LaGrange.
Mrs. Holland is also survived
by two children, Johnny Joe, 10,
and Tommy, 8; four brothers, Bill
Warren, Paducah, Mancel Warren,
Fulton, Louis Warren, Martin,
Tenn., and James Warren, Pontiac, Mich.; and two sisters, Mrs.
Betty Dotson of Pontiac, Mich,
and Miss Linda Warren of Fulton.

HAPPY RIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
November 13: Walter Bell, Jr.,
Gene Cannon, Gary Fields, Martha Kaye Hemphill,
Kenneth
Morgan; November 14: Mrs. Otis
Bizzle, Vicki Brown, Dianne Liliker, Joel Mansfield; November
15: Dorris D. Harris; November
15: Debbie Gregory;

November 17: Janice Fields,
Winky Lucy, Linda Softley, Tommy Taylor, Bobby* Ward, Bobby
Wiley; November 18: W. L. Holland, Mrs. Sam Flowers; November 19: Mrs. John Colley, Tommy
Funeral services for J. W. Win- Smith, A. Richard Thomas, Susan
go were held in the Lynnville Watts, Charles Whitnel, Jr.
Baptist Church November 9, with
Rev. Lois Kingston officiating.
Interment, in charge of Jackson
GOOD NAME!
Brothers Funeral Home was in
Here's
a
suggested
name
Rhodes Chapel Cemetery.
for a swamp, "Howe's Bayou."
Mr. Wingo, 81, a retired Lynnville farmer, died in the Meadowview Nursing home near Farmington on November 7, following a
lengthy illness.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
J. W. Wingo of Lynnville, one son,
John W. Wingo of Milan, Michigan, and two grandchildren.

J. W. Wingo

EYANS REXALL
DRUG CO

IT'S MORE
SEARS

Fulton. Ky.

ON
FOR

T V

CONVENIENT

FAMOUS

SERVICE
REPAIRS

LOW

AUTOMOTIVE

CATALOG

PRICES
ASK

PRICE ON

ANY

• BATTERIES

• SHOCK

ABSORBERS

• MUFFLERS, TAILPIPES

• STARTERS

• GENERATORS

•

• SEAT C O V E R S

• TIRES B A L A N C E D

TIRES M O U N T E D

VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Antennas Installed

at SEARS Catalog Sales Office

ROPER

TELEVISION
306 Main
Phone 307

303 Broadway,

South Fulton

12" RED CANDLE
when you buy 7 gallons
Ashland Vitalized Gasoline
The soft glow of candlelight enhances any holiday setting. And now you can get 12-inch hand-dipped candles
free at your Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer's. With
every 7 gallons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline, you get

Miss Constance Jones

one attractive 12-inch tapered red candle. These candles

Funeral services for Miss Constance Jones were held in the
Bethlehem Methodist Church in
Pilot Oak on November 11, with
Rev. Norman Crittenden officiating. Burial was in Bowden Cemetery, in charge of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home.
Miss Jones, 77, a former resident of near Dukedom, died suddenly on November 8 in Raleigh,
North Carolina.
She is survived by a brother,
Horace Jones of Raleigh, one niece
and one nephew.

are smokeless, dripless, and they won't fade. Youll want
to get several for holiday decorating in your home. Drive
in at your Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer's displaying the "FREE CANDLE" sign.
Offer expires

December

3!, 1964

S. P. MOORE & CO.
M7

ADMISSION: $1.00 Friday $1.25 Saturday
Tickets May Be Purchased From
Any Rotary Member
or Local Drug Stores

Phone 2002

Louis Foy
James Louis Foy, 90, died in
Henderson's Rest Home in Fulton
November 10 at 7 p. m., followan extended illness.
Mr. Foy, a native of Graves
County, was born December 3,
1873, the son of Richard and Sina
Payne Foy. His wife preceded him
in death in 1947.
He was a member of the Central Church of Christ in Fulton
and a former leader and elder in
the old Enon Church of Christ.
Funeral services will be held in
the Central Church of Christ at
2:00 p. m. today, Thursday, with
Bro. Harry Owen
officiating.
Burial, in charge of Hornbeak
Funeral Home, will be in Enon
Cemetery.
Surviving are three daughters,
Mrs. Hallie Mors e and Mrs. Margaret White of Fulton, Mrs. Lillian Gossum of Water Valley; two
sons, Richard Foy of Mayfield and
Robert Foy of Fulton, also twelvegrandchildren and eight great
grandchildren.

• Arr-utqmg Inlaid L h w l K n ,
—Vinyl and Tile.
—Downs Carpeting
—Upholstering, Madern *
An thine

JAMES

HAZELWOOD

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY

J

OF

ITEMS:

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

CARR AUDITORIUM
8:00 P.M.

WITH

ACCESSORIES.

THE INSTALLED

THE FOLLOWING

TO SAVE
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Tobacco Ass'n.
Reveals Dark
Fired Support

Fulton County
Ageal's News

Service Piu
Awaris Al PCA Keel
Over 200 fanners, PCA members and guests attended the Slat
Annual Meeting at the Jackson
Purchase PCA at Cayee School
on Thursday, November 5. T. A.

at the Cayoe Cotnat the
Leon Bransford gave the
of the Nominating
Parneil Garrigan, President at the
Association gave the report of the
directors and General Managrr
Cloys A. Hobtas presented the financial report at the Association.
Service Pins s u e preby Mr. Hobbs to John P.

STRANDED MOTORISTS,
ONING B T GAMES
Wilson, Parneil Garrigan and Pat
Guess for services with the AssoAthens—In ancient times the
ciation at 22 years, IS years and
Greek calendar was reckoned by
Clifton, N. J. — Whan George
10 years respectively.
the Olympic Games.
Sanson, 56, saw 78-year old Ellen
Harty stranded in the middle of
busy Route 40 trying to cross from
one side to the other, he stopped
his car and tried to aid her.
Chicago — About 120.000 AmerAthens — As early as 490 B. C.
icans a year are born mentally re- the Greeks in Athens required
Both were struck and killed by
foreigners to pay taxes.
cars.

The Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association announced
today the loan rates for both firecured and dark air-cured tobaccos
and advised that Nondescript
grades would carry support prices
of fifteen (15c) cents.

The U. S Department ot Agriculture reports that bogs and pigs
an farms in 10 Corn Belt states
are seven percent less than a year
ago and five percent below September 1 of 1962.
The Association is pleased that
The summer drought low ferthe United States Department of tility. and competition from grassAgriculture approved the request es and weeds, crowded legumes
of this and other dark tobacco as- from an estimated 4 to 5 million
sociations for the support of all Kentucky pasture and hay acres,
so. says Warren G. Thompson.
sound tobacco.
Loan rates for fire-cured tobac- U. K. Ag_ Extension Service for
co are $0 50 higher than last year age specialist Legumes should be
and range from 15c to 64c per put back into these fields by repound. Increases of t l per hun- novation. These pastures simply
dred were applied to first second need a "perking up," he says, as
and third qualities of several leaf most have good stands of grass,
grades and for the 5th quality
He recommends:
! u 8»
1) If field has heavy grass
Grade loan rates for Type 35 growth, graze it off close. Such
air-cured are based on an aver- herbage now is better food for
age loan level of 35 5 cents per cattle than it will be later in winpound The loon rates range from ter.
15c to 52c per pound. Most lug
2) Test soil and add needed
grades will be increased $1 per 'time,
phosphate
and
potash
hundred pounds.
Leaching is no problem when
The 1964 crop in the Western these are used; and it's easier to
District of both fire-cured and get the materials on before the
dark air-cured tobacco is expected field is disked.
to total approximately 14.500.000
3) Tear up 40 to 60 percent of
pounds or 1.500.000 pounds less
existing sod. Use a disk or similar
thar. last year.
tool. Disk on contours to prevent
Market opening dates have not erosion.
been
announced- Charles
E
4) In February or early March,
W.-.ght is a member of the board
smooth the soil and seed legumes.
from Fulton-Obion Counties.
Recommended legumes are red
clover, white clover, ladino or alfalla.
Fields so treated should give 50
percent more forage in 1965 than
1 they yielded in 1964.

Mrs. Thompson
Reviews Plans
For 4-H Work

A big majority of Fulton County
farmers have reported the presence of corn borers in their corn
fields. The European Corn Borer
is the most destructive pest of
corn ln America.
A high infestation may reduce
yields quite seriously. It may damage a crop by feeding on the
leaves, sheath girdling, breadage
of the midribs, tunneling in the
stalk, and other various ways.
The tunneling also exposes the
plant to disease organisms that
cause stalk and ear rots.
The best yultural practice is
probably that of plowing under of
corn stubble and residues. This
may reduce the number of hibernating larvae by as much as 99
per cent Preferably, plowing is
done in the fall, but may be done
in the spring before the moths
emerge Borers are able to crawl
to the surface but finding no plant
fragments for shelter, they die
because of adverse weather and
predators. Buried moths cannot
make their way to the soil surface.

The Fulton City Senior 4-H
Club met in the farm room recently. with the president Marshall Burgess, in charge of the
meeting
Mrs Abe Thompson, the new
Home Demonstration Agent was
intrviuced to the club and gave a
review of projects the club might
have for the coming year. The
club chose the Automotive projeer
Mr. Watts talked on the projects that both boys and girls
could take.
The following officers were
elected for the coming year: Marshall Burgess, president; Rodney
Foster, vice president: Shirley
Bard. secretary-treasurer; Patti
Hixson, reporter.

BRIDE-COST PROTEST URGED
Enugu, Nigeria — Nigerian women should protest high bride
prices "in the interest of our
girls," says the wife of Eastern
N.gerian Premier Michael Okpara.
High prices for brides in Nigeria often scare off prospective
bridegrooms, she said. Their alternative is to marry girls from
places where little or nothing is
paid, Mrs. Adanma Okpara told
a meeting of the Nigerian Women's Society.

20 PERCENT OF CANADA
USES FLUORIDES
Ottawa — A royal commission on
health services studied water fluoridation patterns and found
that one Canadian in five drink
fluoridated water. Canada has
more community fluoridation systems than any other nation but the
United States.

^ W A L K E R

C U T F R O M SUPER R I G H T FULLY M A T U R E D BEEF

T-BONE OR
PORTERHOUSE
s u r a RIGHT RJU.Y COOKED

Semi-Boneless

Lb.

HAMS C ^ c
WHOLE
O l HALF

Spare Ribs
Beef liver«&..„.
Super

Right
Small

Lb. 39*

CHOICE CUT
SIRLOIN

CHOICE C U T
ROUND

9 9 ' - 8 9 '- 7 9

F R Y E R S ^ (ssu-Htf t 2 5 '
•

•

NO L I M I T — N O N E

SOLD TO

DEALERS

Pink S a l m o n r r
5^79* P u m p k i n ^
Whiting
2S29<
S H A R P CHEESE
Ketchup4r:89<6r97<
( r ) u.59* S w e e t P o t a t o e s ^ :
2E>49<
Fish
(lb. 17e) . . .

Wise. Aged
Cheddar

JANE

Cherry Pie

( T ) r: 39*
All Butter Chocolate

Browniess£*

Turnips ^.t^
u.5*
Potatoes ^ 20£99*

Comet Cleanser

BANANAS
2 - 33c Gerbers - O 6'r59c

Mto Clean c^^r—.—

BO«I.

PARKER

lb.

* ^ 4 9 c

10

Clorox
•LEACH

-23*

38c

Thrill Liquid
£ 63c
Salvo Tablets
r 78c
1OT
Downy Rinse ,... : ~ 87c Instant Coffee
Ivory Soap O r ) ..4 41c
I
Camay Soap (r)2~31c
Ivory Soap r r . 4 - 27c
00
TISSUE
Zest Soap 2 -41c
Ivory Snow
- 34c
Crisco
Nabisco
r 45c
:
Dreft
£ 33c
Sunshine49c
3 78*
Ivory ^.........S 63c - 89c
Strietmann r ™
r 39c
Joy _
~ 63c - 89c
Tissue
Stride*
- 98c
Oxydol „ £ 79c£ 33c
Swifts Prem
45c
Tide
r $ l 3 , ; £32c
Puffs
Margarine —
~ 39c
Blue Cheer
r 32c
Whilehouse
nfl
49*
Evaporated Milk 6 Cans / 3 C
Premium Duz
r 97c
Kotex
Dash Detergent
78c Van Camps
Feminine
Beans
Beans
Spic & Span rrr... s 29c
Napkins
CHASE A SANBORN

Waldorf

BATHROOM

|30e|

I M L J I W

I

Jar

Oft

3

4-RoHs

(All Colors)

$ |

Packs

SHORTENING
c. b „

WHITE CLOUD

2
<

Assfd

DC

Colors

2

Ron.

2 5 *

FACIAL TISSUES
Pkgs.

of

400

Sit It slow and easy—

YOUNG'S DRIED

taste its full rich flaxx>r

OREAT

W I T H PORK OR
TOMATO SAUCE

Enjoy a true bourbon of fine quality
at a welcome price
$4.00

4/3 Qt.

|

FULL QUART gj.uO,

$2.50
Pint

(T-.r w i n d e d !

Hiram Walker's

TEN

HIGH

A1S0 AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HIRAM WALKER 4 SONS INC., PEORIA ILLINOIS

Bollards or Pillsbury

BISCUITS

6 •»49

2E39

(

(1»c Off)
Box

of 40

$|19

OR

NORTHERN
NAVY

2>25c

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., NOV. 14th
THE GREAT ATLANTIC I PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

STORE HOURS- Monday thru Friday 8:am. lo 6:00 pm. Saturday 8:00 am. - 8,-00 pm.

Sports Spotlight FHS To Sponsor Students And Teachers Discuss Pro
Girls' Pep Clnb And Con Of FHS Student Council
" F r a n The FHS

*

"From The FHS Kennel"

JAMES HCRT
Four yards and a cloud ol dust
—that's James Hurt. The 160-lb.
halfback was the work-hor^e of
the football team this year on offense. James wound up the season with a rushing average of 4.9
yards per-game on 95 carries and
a total of 465 yards. James came
in second on total offense on the
team and would come through for
the Bulldogs when they needed
one or two yards. Scoring 36
points—five TD.'s and 6 extra
points, James was toughest inside
the five yard-line. He had his best
game with Obion County—even
though it was a losing effort. He
collected 127 yards on 10 plays for
a 12.7 average and one TD. James
is an all-around student combining sport on the gridiron and work
in the classroom successfully. He
also engages in basketball during
the winter and is a dash man on
the track team during the Spring.

As most of you have heard by
now, a pep club is being organized. Please note that the following
requirements
are subject
to
change since this is only the beginning. The requirements are:
1. Open to girls maintaining an
average of "C" or better.
2. Members must have been in
the Fulton City School System for
one year prior.
3. Members must be able to attend most of tha school functions.
4. Members must be orderly at
all school functions and be desirable guests at away games.
5. Marriage immediately disqualifies the participant.
6. The club will be responsible
for well-planned pep meetings.
7. The club will meet at least
once a week.
Those expressing their views in the FHS Foram are Mr. Snider,
8. Members will be selected by Charles Allen, Brenda McBride, Laura Hefley, and Jlmmey Treas.
a committee of cheerleaders and
"From The FHS Kennel"
with school officials and discuss
faculty members on the bases of
problems pertaining to the school.
QUESTION: WOULD A STU- Each representative states the
TWO AT WESTERN
Two students from Fulton County
are among the 6803 regularly enrolled students at Western Kentucky State College in Bowling
Green for the 1964-65 fall semester, which opened September 12.
They are Donald Lee Rice and
Harry Michael White.

"From The FHS Kennel"
By Rodney Foster

Richard Fry, a senior at Fulton
High, recently received a letter
of commendation from the National Merit Scholarship Board.
Richard qualified for this honor
because of his high score on the
National Merit Scholarship Test,
which he took last March during
Here Is a game by game dehis junior year. The purpose of
the test is to measure the student's scription of the Fulton football
abilities in many different fields.

Farmers and stockmen who compare
ALL the costs say:

Follow
farmers
REAL

the example

of thousands

of

and stockmen
MONEY

on aU your

financing with a

TON HIGH SCHOOL?
LAURA HEFLEY — I believe
that a student council would definitely benefit Fulton High School.
In most schools a student council
is composed of representatives
from all four classes who meet

JIMMY TREAS — Yes, I think
definitely that a student council
would benefit our school. In my
opinion such a council would
strengthen student relations, for
it would help settle disputes and
debates ideas among the students.
Many other schools have used
these student councils to great
effect. It would give the representatives of each class aa opportunity to express ic^eas for projects that would benefit the entire student body.

"

In the first game of the season
the Bulldogs played at home and
lost to Obion County 19 to 7.
Fulton's only TD came in the
third quarter, as James Hurt carried the pigskin over from 25
yards out. Andy Batts made the
point after the touchdown.
Fulton made up for its opening
game loss to Obion by trouncing
the Fulton County Pilots 40-2.
The Pilots were first to score
with two points for a safety.
Quarterback
Greg
Williamson
threw a pass to David Mann to
start the scoring for the Bulldogs.
In the first half Mann, Green,
and Williamson had scored TD's.
In the second half Hurt, Green,
and Stephens scored touchdowns.
Hurt, Green, Stephens, and Batts
made extra points.
Fulton was still fired up over
their win the previous week, as
they journeyed to Martin in their
third game of the season. In this
game Donnie Green scored two
touchdowns and
David Mann
caught a pass for six points. Also
defensive end Ronnie Homra
scored when he picked up the
ball and ran 30 yards for a TD
after Terry Willingham had blocked a punt to set up Homra's run.
This was possibly the Bulldogs
best game of the young season.
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would tolve many of the problems of the students of our
school.

CHARLES ALLEN — I do not'
think a student council would
benefit Fulton High. Our school i
is small enough for the administration and faculty to be aware
of the student's problems. If we
had a student council, it would
just be one more extra activity I
for the students. The students who
.are on the Annual staff, Kennel
staff, and other activities would
MR. SNIDER — No — I think also be on the student council,
not. The student body of Fulton and I think this would be too
High School is very capable of much extra work.
managing themselves. Possibly it
would be beneficial in a larger
school, where a great many problems exist among the students,
but here most problems seem to
be under controL

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

BOB

H O M E SHOP
Diamonds
Watch and Jewelry
Repair
507 Forrestdale

character of our students is such
that we have no need for such an
organization that works in some
cases" and causes disturbances in
views of his particular class and others. Organizations just for the
the council then tries to decide on sake of organizing have no real
satisfactory solutions. This leads value.
to better understanding between
BRENDA McBRIDE — In my
the faculty and the students. The
student council could be of bene- opinion a student council would
greatly
benefit the students of
fit in controversial
problems,
such as the one concerning the F. H. S. A student council's purannual fund raising drive. In view pose is to solve the problems of
the students and to make many of
the rules of the school.
I think that a student could
also help to create leadership
among the students participating.
It would give the students a feelton in the traditional arch-rivalry ing of having a part in the school
game between these two teams. government.
Both teams were ready for this
I think that a student council
game. In the first quarter Wayne
Lohaus blocked a South Fulton
punt to set up the first Fulton WE BUY.
towndown. James Hurt went over
SELL and T R A D E
from the five standing up for the
first TD. Greg scored in the secBrcwmthO
ond quarter, and Hurt made the
extra point. In the third quarter
Greg and Donnie scored with
James Hurt running one extra
point. In the fourth quarter Don- New and Used Shotguns,
nie ran another TD. for his sec- Pistols. Rifles
ond of the night. Fulton had three
touchdowns called back.
Leader Sporting Goods
414 LAKE ST.
PHONE MM
Fulton lost its final game of the
season to Trigg Co. 27-6. James
Hurt scored Fulton's only touchdown.
Donnie Green heads the list of
offensive men as he scored 12
TD's and one point after touch
down for 73 points. James Hurt
had 36 points. Don averaged 9.1
yards every time he ran the ball.
On defense Loyd Bone, Wayne
Lohaus, and Tommy Lynn head
the tackle chart with 47 tackles
each. Jimmy Yates had 39 tackles,

Fulton scSred 181 points for an
average of 20.1 points per game.
The Bulldogs gained 1929 yards
rushing and 462 yards passing.
The Bulldogs lost in the fourth The average yardage per game
game of the season to Murray was 265.6 yards.
41-6. Murray gained a tremendous
amount of yardage and scored
too many points for the Bulldogs
to overcome. Donnie Green scored
the only Fulton touchdown on a
long run.
Fulton played Newbern there
on a Thursday night The Bulldogs defeated Newbern 26 to 13 as
Donnie Green scored three touchdowns. Mike Stephens, with a
98 yard run, scored the other two
TD's.
In Fulton's sixth game the Bulldogs went to Greenfield. They
lost to the Yellow jackets by a
score of 35 to 12. Donnie Green
and Andy Batts scored Fulton's
touchdowns.
Fulton's next game was their
Homecoming game against Fort
Campbell. The Bulldogs beat the
Falcons 25-14, as Football Queen,
Susan Walker, watched from midfield. Greg scored and James added tha extra point for the first
TD. James went over from one
yard out for the next TD. Donnie
Green and Greg scored the remaining two touchdowns.
Commercial Ave - Phone 35

In Kentucky... .
after bowling, beer is a natural
After you've bowled a game or two, or when you're winding up
the evening at the neighborhood bowling center, it's good to relax
with friends and compare scores. What better way to add to tho
•port and the sociableness than with a refreshing glass of beer?
However you take your fun-skiing, skating, or at your ease in tha
game room—beer always makes a welcome addition to the partyi
Your familiar glass of beer is also a pleasurable reminder that
we live in a land of personal freedom—snd that our right to enjoy
beer and ale, if we so desire, is just one, but an important one, of
those personal freedoms.

In Kentucky... beer goes with fun, with relaxation
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
r. 0. Box 22187, Loslrrllle, Kent nek; 40222

Kick off the fun with new

CHEVRON

...the LIVELIER gasolines!
Smart play! Tank up with the modern
motor fuels custom-made to power
your busy life today. Choose from 3
great new Chevron* gasolines. Each
packed with livelier performance, long-running
economy. Besides, in Chevron and Chevron Supreme you get Methyl*, the antiknock compound
that helps develop all the power built into your
car. Stop at Standard. Go lively with Chevron!
We take better care of your car

STANDARD

EXCHANGE

F U R N I T U R E CO.

because...

The Bulldogs played South Ful-

1. Ton pay lees interest.

[HAMBURGERS-1

Interest is charged only on the
m o n e y y o u borrow . . . and only
f o r the length of time y o u use
the money!

(TO GO)

2. You eliminate expensive trips to town to sign multiple notes!

3. Yon h a v e a f a r m f l nanoing program that
assures y o u that your
WILL b e a v a i l a b l e
need itl

money
yoa

7 FOR $1.00

PRODUCTION CREDIT
ASSOCIATION

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Oft. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.

WARREN BARD
M l Off. Mgr.
atmkm, Ky.
Phone OL-S-Utl

i Hickory Log
(OPEN 7

MCKNIGHTS

As a compliment to the student
body of Fulton High School let
me say that the attitude and

1964 FHS Football Season Review
Football is over for this year at
Fulton High, and the Bulldogs
have completed another successful season. The Bulldogs won five
and lost four games. Fulton did
well on the road winning four
olut of the five road games. At
home the Bulldogs did not do so
well. They lost three out of four
home games, but won the Homecoming game against Fort Campbell.

Richard Fry Is Awarded
Letter Of Commendation

DENT COUNCIL BENEFIT FUL-

of these factors, I believe that a
student council would be advantageous to Fulton High.

DAYS

| MR. and MRS. E. MYRICK

A

WEEK)
Fourth St. |

E. J. McCOLLUM.

AGENT.

FULTON
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New Y o r k — Foreign nations
imported 5,193,000 net tons of
iron and steel scrap, worth $149.1
million, from the United States in
1963, the sixth-largest amount in
history.

Lone Oak Band
Selected For
Huge Parade

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: i .oat sanding machine and electric f l o o r polisher
and electric v - c u u m cleaner. E x change Furr.iture Co.

TV ANTENNAS: W e install —
T h e L o n e Oak High School Trade-repair an>" m o v e . Get our
band, which is only a little more prices. We service all ma'.ces TV.
than f o u r years old, has been Phone $07. Rcper Television.
selected to be Kentucky's high
school band representative in the
biggest governmental event of
them all—the inauguraUon of
President Lyndon B. Johnson and
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey.
6AVE! GET our
State
Democratic
Campaign
PACKAGE DEAL
Frank R. Paxton of Paducah announced Saturday that he had
"Cevering everything"
chosen the McCracken County
community's band to perform for
the state in the marching and
other band demonstrations of the
inaugural program Jan. 14.
The band will join one band
from each of the other 49 states
in the colorful, exciting march
WE RENT —
which will b e a prelude to the
taking of oaths b y the President
Hospital beds
and vice president.
One college band also has been
Baby beds
chosen f r o m each state, and the
Kentucky honor went to the famVacuum Cleaners
ous University of Kentucky band.

News From Our
Boys In The

SEBVICE

FULDA, GERMANY — Army
Specialist Four Willie W. Isabell,
21, son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter L
Isabell. Route 3, B o x 129. Hickman, Ky., is serving with the 14th
Armored Calvalry Regiment's 1st
Squadron, in Fulda, Germany.

Floor polishers

• Expertly Prepared • Washed
Clean • Laboratory Tested •
Free Burning • Easy to Fire
• Perfecdy filed for furnace,
ttove, stoker.

CITY COAL CO
Fulton

Phone 51

WADE
Phone 103

FURN.

CO.

Fulton, Ky.

ROTC DEADLINE NEAR!
High school seniors and graduates
have only until November 20 to
apply for the Navy's Reserve O f ficer Training Corps. Applicants
will take the nationwide
competitive examination on December 12 as the first step toward an
appointment as midshipman.

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

CORDUROY

SLACKS

Fads Ahoui FHS

"From T h e FHS K e n n e l "
It's a fact:
that there are 50 doorknobs in
FHS.
... that FHS has a higher percentage of newly
wedded
teachers than any school in
the state.
that there is only one desk in
FHS that doesn't have a name
carved on it.
that there are 2,311 pieces of

chewing gum stuck under the
desks in FHS.
that last year, 45 pieces of
plaster fell f r o m the ceiling in
the study hall.
that Mrs. Varden's Civics class
is the only capitalist dictatorship in the world. »
that next year, at least four
colleges will be plagued with
members of this year's senior
class.
that 25 students in F H S own a
pair of weejuns.

The unit's mission is to guard
the sensitive East-West German
border. T h e border is kept under
constant surveillance through the
use of jeep-mounted patrols and
observation and listening posts.

Dewey Johnson

23 PCT. ENTER COLLEGE
T o k y o — More than 23 percent
of Japan's 1964 high-school graduates have entered college. This
compares with 20.8 percent in
1958.

He entered the Army last May
and completed basic training at
Fort Knox, Ky.
He is a 1964 graduate of Fulton
High School.

OH N O !
staUon near Fulda, entered the
What's green, hangs f r o m a tree
A r m y in September 1962. He c o m and is very dangerous? A sabrepleted basic training at Fort
tooth leaf.
Knox, Ky.
Specialist
Isabell is a 1962
Isabell, a tank gunner in the graduate of Riverview High School
squadron's Troop D, regularly in Hickman.

C. (DOC)

ADAMS

For Fine Liquors

Airman McAlister
S A N ANTONIO, Tex.—Airman
Billie M. McAlister, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Neal McAlister of W a ter Valley, Ky., has completed
the first phase of his Air basic
military training
at Lackland
AFB, T e x .

US 45-51 By Para Highlands - Fulton

Airman McAlister has been selected for technical training as an
aircraft maintenance specialist at
the Air Training Command ( A T C )
school at Amarillo AFB, Tex. His
n e w unit is part of the vast A T C
system which trains airmen and
officers in the diverse skills required by the nation's aerospace
force.
The airman is a 1964 graduate
of South Fulton High School.
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND,
MD. — Pvt. Joseph N. Kerney,
18, son of Mr. and Mrs. Will A .
Kerney, 201 Huddleston S t , Fulton, K y , completed an
eightweek fire contreJ instrument repair course at the Army Ordnance
Center and School,
Aberdeen
Proving Ground, M d , Nov. 6.
K e r n e y was trained to inspect,
adjust and repair precision sight-

Use the World's Lightest
Direct-Drive Chain Saw

• Perfect for pulp catting
. Cuts 12-inch lop Is 10 seconds,
fells trees up to 3 feet ia diameter
. Famous quality feetsres that
have made Homelite first choice rf
professionals, for yeers
. Only 12 lbs. lets ber and chela
90 ntOOF

Discover h o w K l i i f
a bourbon can be

HA v r A FPU
DLMOHSTKATIOH TODAY

Bnrnetle Tractor Co

liUllKKV StUICIT tOtinM. U riOOF 1100 now M m n « i n i . TRIIWJM imiiurr u , itiismiE-iumteio, 11.

Reg

FULTON,

Explorette Club
Recently Formed
The newly formed Explorettes,
the feminine f o r m of Explorers,
consists of junior and senior girls
from Fulton High. The club has
about 29 members.
Each member has to pay the
club dues of $1.75 when she joins.
The monthly dues are $.25.

BARBECUED BIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

3 DAYS OF FUN!

ONLY s39 FOR TWO

The uniforms will be similar to
the explorers' dress uniforms.
They will consist of gray skirts,
white blouses, and navy blazers.
The Explorettes will assist the
Explorers with their projectsThere are plans f o r forming a
bowling league for the Explorers
and Explorettes There are also
plans for organizing a drill team
for the Explorettes.

KY.

Doctor KitDishes
Drums
Telephones
Bow and Arrows
Stick Horses
Ponnd-A-Peg
Gnns

The officers for the coming
year are: president, Sandra Cash;
vice president, Phyllis
Crocker;
secretary, Betty Bennett; treasurer, Carole Pigue, and quartermaster, Sylvia Carden.
Since this is the first year for
Explorettes, and lt is not a national organization, the future
plans a r e not definite. The future
plans will have to wait so they
will correspond with the acUvities
of the Explorers.

including $24 in meals, cocktails

STOUFFER'S LOUISVILLE INN
* check in 2 p . m . Friday . . . o u t 3 p.m. Sunday

YOUR RELAXING

WEEKEND

INCLUDES:

luxurious r o o m for two persons . . . TV, r a d i o , free
ice, every convenience in the newest, most exciting
place in D o w n t o w n Louisville.
$ 2 4 worth o l wonderfully g o o d Stouffer f o o d a n d
drink. Your choice of dining r o o m s including " C u p
a n d Stirrup," 12th floor restaurant.
a m p l e free p a r k i n g • y e a r - r o u n d heated swimming
pool . , . patio • S a u n a (steam) Baths for men
a n d women.

Reservations now for weekend of your choice

LOUISVILLE

INN

120 Weal Srood-oy, Uvi.vill., Ky. • Tel: 5(2-2241

HOW TO DRESS A
SALAD IN THE
BEST OF TASTE
Choose the one French
that's far and away the
favorite. Bright tasting
but n o t s h a r p — f a m o u s
KRAFT F R K N C H .
.

Musical Tops
Tractors
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
FREE GUN AND SUCKERS FOR THE KIDDIES

«

AT HOBBY HOUSE
y o u ' l l . . . find over
10,000 items of
quality merchandise in more than
20 departmentsall a t . . .

EVERYDAY
LOW
PRICES!

You Are Cordially Invited To The Grand Opening
Of The

HOBBY HOUSE
305 Broadway

* Seasonal Merchandise
Huge selection for
Christmas
* Famous Brand
Health Aids
;
* School Supplies
* Toiletries
* Cosmetics & Beauty
Aids
* Housewares
* Dishes and Glassware
* Tools and Hardware
* Paper Goods
* Towels
* Drapes
* Notions
* Toys and Games
* Stationery Department
* Baby Needs
* Cleaning Items
* Linens and Domestics
* Pet Supplies
* Books and Magazines
* Clocks and Watches
* Greeting Cards and
Gift Wrap.

South Fulton, Tenn.

(Ribbon Culling Ceremonies Thnrs. Nov. 12 Al 10:00 A. N.)

REGISTER FOR
FREE DOOR PRIZES

FREE POTTED PLANT
given away to each lady attending
FREE CAN OF PAINT to Men

LUXURIOUS BLANKETS
72 x 90 inches

Come Early for Gifts
CAMERA WITH FILM
Sizes 120 Film Take
16 Color Pictures

$1.48

POLY

Allergy Free

Discount pricel

Constant warmth
Soft and washable
Comfortable weight

38c

12-QUART POLY

DISH

PAN

Generous 12-quart capacity. Rolled edgM. S ® ® ^
plastic will not scratch or mar drain. Ideal for kitchen
or laundry. These will sell fast!

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!

79c
Value

DISCOUNT
PRICE

38c

An $8 value

2 for $5

Note Book Filler Paper
BEAN

Ash Tray Set Reg. $2. Value $1.00

UMBRELLA
A $4_ Value

$2.00

Handy Clip-On Lamp

Ceramic 4-Cup Teapot

$1.00

Beg. $2.00 96c

BAG OF SPONGES
Reg. $1.49
68c
Furnace Air Filter
20
16
16

x
x
x

20
25
20

x
x
x

1
1
1

39c

Nylon Stretch Sox

4 Pr. For $1.00
Pocket Combs 5c
Regular 25c Values!

METAL

WASTE BASKET
77c

77c

BAG

AMEHICAN MADE

LAUNDRY BASKET

79c Value
Discount Price:

500 COUNT

The buy of the year! A deluxe 72x90 inch, double-bed size
blanket of nylon and rayon with luxurious 3-inch acetate
satin binding. Assorted solid colors and stripes.

-

Full bushel size; sturdy oval
basket with easy grip handles
and smooth rolled edges. Nothing to catch and damage delicate fabrics. Assorted colors.
Look at this crazy price!

THREE DAYS
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

f *

26-Pieces Milk Glass

Punch Bowl Set
Large, footed milk glass bowl
and 12 matching cups, all heavily embossed. 12 Ruby cup holders and large graceful ruby
ladle. A truly lovely set!

$5.95 Value
Discount Price:

$3.33

GLASS

COFFEE

MUGS

Large, man-size milk white glass coffee mngs
with easy-to-grip handle Stock np on these while
we are crazy enough to offer them at this price!
Regularly 15c each.
3 For

A 45c Value
Discount Price

25c

Fulton High Library
Purchases New Books

Jnnior English Stndenis Present
Speeches On A Variety Of Topics

"From The FH8 Kennel"
Several new books have been
purchased for the library this fall.
A few of the new additions are
"Exodus", "Breaking The Bonds,"
and "The Torch Is Passed."
"Exodus" ia a story of the Jews
going to Israel during World War
II because of the cruel treatment
by Hitler. This was to be their
homeland.
"Breaking Hie Bonds" is a
novel about the Peace Corps.
"The Torch Is Passed" is a
story of the four days in November of 1963. It describes in detail
the death and burial of John F.
Kennedy.
There are eighty new books in
the library, and the cost is approximately $226.04.
Library appropriations as required by law are $1.50 per student and $.75 for visual aids. Here
at Fiilton High School it is $2.50
Anita Bondurant gives her speech, " A Worm learns," to the
per student for library appropriations and $1.50 per student for fifth hour English class.
visual aids. With an approximate
Many of the attention-getting
"From The FHS Kennel"
enrollment of 220 students each
openings were really amazing. One
year, $500.00 is spent on books
For the past week the Junior student advanced to the podium
and $310.00 on visual aids. One English classes have been giving and calmly stated, "I'm going to
hundred dollars is spent on maga- speeches. The topics ranged from kill myself." Another actually
zines and newspapers and $100 on the "Trials and Tribulations of brought a package of cigarettes
library supplies. It all comes to a Gumchewing"
to "Buddhism." which he nonchalantly tossed into
total of approximately $1,060.00, Some of the most interesting the wastebasket with the stirring
which means we have a well- topics were: "Teaching as a Ca- vociferation, "Teenagers, is smokequipped library.
reer," Alcoholism," "Humanlike ing really worth it?"
Porporise," "Cannibalism," "Value
W E HAVE THE G E N U I N E of Nutrition," "Mathematics T o The speech unit will include
day,"
"Hinduism,"
"Electrical persuasive speeches and spur-ofQUALITY
Stimulation of the Brain," "Peace the-moment addresses. Since FulWIMDOW Corps," and "Drug Addiction." ton High does not offer a course
W V Z i f
MATERIALS
This was the first attempt at in speech, this is indispensable.
R
HOLD irINthan
HUTflati
- KE
*C
IT* (0L» speechmaking made by many of The benefit is invaluable, for it
-E
r»t
SH
tern
rintf+ws, Perch [ihMwh the class, and the results were as not only enlightens the listeners
varied as the topics. These speech- but also gives the speakers more
FLEXOGLASS
es were accompanied by many confidence and ease in speaking
DGLASSONET
superfluous "uhs," "ahs," "par- before a group. For the majority,
dons," shuffling of notes and a few these talks were a novel, enjoy^WYROGLASS
able and rewarding experience.
profound intervals of silence.
^SCREEN-GLASS

DETROIT NBWS
B v E o y Maanr

Well, here it is November and
bird season again. Soon will be
deer season. How time flies. Another birthday and anniversary
coming up at the end of this
month.
Last Saturday night we attended a farewell party for Captain
Dwayne Kidd, who left for three
years of overseas duty in Germany, at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Bowden in Lincoln Park.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Bowden and son, Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Maurer and daughters, Dave Bowden, Mrs. Berah
Hampton, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Maurer and Dave's sister Alice and her
family. Dwayne's wife, Dotty, and
two sons will stay here until he
can find a place for them to live,
about three months or so.
Roger Hays sprained his ankle
playing football He said tough
walking on one f o o t
Saturday was a busy day at our
church, men putting up the cross
and women washing windows and
helping to paint the doors, getting

aimv

•^©FlexO-PANE

Builder's Snpply, Inc.

Students Receive
Magazine Awards
"From The FHS Kennel"

Exchange Furn. Co.
Phone 35

Fulton

IFLEX'O

• CRYSTAL CLEAR

The various awards for this
year's magazine drive were given
-in assembly on Wednesday, October 14. For the fourth consecutive
year Terry Thomas had the highest sales record. Others who were
recognized with a certificate of
achievement and a hundred-dollar
sales club pen were Sally Pirtle,
Tom Bushart and Mike Campbell.
The following students received a Certificate of Achievement
for selling thirty dollars or more
in magazine subscriptions: Majorie
Collier, John Reed, Carbie Lou
Bolin, Henry Armstrong, Lana
Hutchens,
Robert
Lee, Mary
Mitchell, Nancy Treas, Marshall
Burgess, Susan Walker, Patti Hixson. Buddy Hefley, Ruth Ann
Burnette, Carole Pigue, Glenn
Fry, Brenda McBride and Sherry
Milstead.

I »«>R

• CUT, TACK, S E W or S E A l 9 0 *
• HUNDREDS Of USES
j, r d
INDOORS A OUTDOORS » i - .
e
•
e

WESTERN AUTO
202 Lake

per-cent magazines were presented with a stuffed bulldog. They
were Ruth Ann Burnette, Carbie
Lou Bolin, Marjorie Collier, Janie
Sue Hicks, Joyce Lee, Brenda McBride, Mike Campbell, Henry
Armstrong,
David Hazelwood,
John Reed, Robert Lee, Mary
Mitchell, Carole Pigue, Judy Barron, Carolyn Hood, Sally Pirtle,
Terry Thomas, Andy Batts, Tom
Bushart, Patti Hixson and Marshall Burgess.

The students who sold two
Saturday Evening Posts were presented with Kook and Kookie.
They were Ruth Ann Burnette,
Roma Foster, Majorie Collier,
David Hazelwood, Buddy Hefley,
Danny Perwitt, Mary Mitchell,
Terry Thomas, Nancy Treas, Andy
Batts and Marshall Burgess.
The following names and prizes
are as listed: Ruth Ann Burnette
and Melonie Puckett won a
camera; Carbie Lou Bolin, Cathy
Campbell, Lana Hutchens, Brenda
McBride, Henry Armstrong, Buddy Hefley, Gary Parker, Carole
Pigue and Robert
Lee were
awarded folding field glasses:
The students who sold five fifty
Marjorie Collier, Nancy Treas and
Susan Walker chose billfolds as
prizes; John Reed and Andy Batts
were presented dictionaries; Mary
Mitchell and Marshall Burgess received desk set lamps; Tom Bushart won an alarm clock; Terry
Thomas chose an iron; Patti Hixson received a countess ladybug;
Sally Pirtle was given a travel
CRYSTAL CLEAR
clock; and Mike Campbell reCUT, TACK, SEW Of SEAL
ceived a Timex Man's watch.
HUNDREDS Of USES
INDOORS * OUTDOORS

The prizes were presented by
Mr. Martin. He stated that it was
a most successful year.

Phone 23

A. C. Butts & Sons

E. State Line

Phone 202

Judy Olive Presents
Informative Program

"From The FHS Kennel"
7op Quality
The Future Homemakers of
America met Wednesday, October
21, 1964. in the Farm Room. Carol
Luther, the president, opened the
meeting with the opening rituals.
The secretary, Brenda McBride,
read the minutes and called the
roll. The treasurer's report was
given by Carbie Lou Bolin. The
program was turned over to Judy
Olive. Cindy Homra gave the
devotional with Carolyn Allen
reading the scripture.
Judy presented a panel to discuss teenage problems. On this
panel were Mrs. Marchman; Mrs.
Fred Homra; Rev. Glynn Kapperman, minister of the Presbyterian
Church; Stuart
Voelpel; and
Fullon Hdwe. & Furn. Co. Wayne Lohaus. The discussion was
very informative and it was en208 L a k e S t .
Phone 1
joyed by everyone. The meeting
W E HAVE THE G E N U I N E was closed with the doting rituals.
^ t j / A T O P QUALITY

WINDOW MATERIALS

DON'T PAMPER
YOUR WIFE
Let Her Winterproof
the Pcrch with
K E X - C - S L A S S This

Year

A n y little l a d y c a n e n c l o s e a
p o r c h o r br ooze w a y w i t h V i r p ' i
H.F.XO-GLASS. It's s o easy!
J u s t exit w i t h s h e a r s a n d t a c k
o v e r screens. M a k e s a w a r m ,
sunlit room, flooded with
healthful Ultraviolet
rays,
w h e r e thn i h i l d r e n c a n p l a y all
winter long—^r use as an extra
Store room. Genuine, crystaldear H EX < M ; M S S lasts

i«r

years at a fraction the cost of
Only 90 a sq. yd. at your
local hdwre. or linbr. dealer.

FLEX-0-GLASS
GLASS-0-NET
WYROGLASS
SCREEN-GLASS
FLEX O PANE I

^

New Officers Are Elected
MOID INNFH
UM
OUT(010
(010 In Future Nurses Club
ATI l iK
PP
OUT
Cfctaavr than flat* %
»»" *mw—».

Cncl

FLEX 0 GLASS
G L A S S 0 NET
WYROGLASS
SCREEN CLASS
FLEXOPAME

A HUDDLEST0N CO.
Main Street

"From The FHS Kennel"
The first meeting of the Future
Nurses Club was held on Wednesday, October 14, In the farm room
The new officers for this year
were elected as follows: Margaret
Omar, president: Jeanie Hlnton,
vice-president; Letha Exum, secretary and treasurer; and Peggy
Reams, reporter.
Mrs. Braswell, the club'a sponsor, discussed the topics for this
year's programs.

ready for winter. They sure were
a sight in thtoir working clothes,
but Sunday they will be as pretty
as ever in high heels and fancy
clothes, with a little powder and
paint to complete the picture.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Woo ten went
visiting in the old neighborhood
with Mrs. Hampton and stopped
at Mrs. O. Connell's, Mrs. Killebrew*s, Mrs. Freeman's and too
many other places to-mention.
Our newspapers are still not being published, 118 days now.
The new manse should be ready
to move into by December 20.
Sure is pretty.
I forgot to mention last week
that Uncle Bob All cock celebrated
his 96th birthday October 31.
Happy birthday,, Uncle Bob from
all of us at church and all who
know you.
Our sick list - Mrs. Euna Rodgers, Mrs. Eva Mallard,' Mrs.
Esther Jones.
Leslie McAlister went on a hike
with 18 boy scouts Saturday at
Mettamorra Camp Grounds.
The 22nd of this month I will
be another year older, soon be
three years since retirement.
If you are here on a visit for

the holidays, stop in at church.
You are alwam welcome and will
hear good preaching and good
ninging also see friends and kin
folks.
Call me w u n news, as this
paper reaches many states and
lots of people would like to know
what's going on at your house. If
you cant call, write to me at
31529 Beaconafield Road, Roseville, Michigan 48068. IH be looking for that letter.
Until next time, if you meet the
other person half way, it would be
better for all concerned. Try It
and see.

GO M> CHURC'I SUNDAY

DUCK'S 24 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
Phone 126 or 1678

DUCK'S DX
106 W. Stale Line
Phone 126

Greenfield Monument Works
la Operation SI Tear*

* Large Display *
* Well Lighted At Night •

* Open Sunday Afternoons *
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

i

Greenfield
AD 5-I2M

PHOTO SWEEPSTAKES
EACH WEEK

THIS PAGE
Appears Each Week!
Y0UB PHOTO
might be used next time!

A

$10.00
Gift Certificate

n i l s is not a contest. Nor is it
necessary to make a purchase to
be a winner.

Will Be Presented To

If you are the person whose pichue is circled on this page—come
by the office of the Fulton News
and receive your $10.00 GIFT
CERTIFICATE worth $10.00 at
any of thte stores participating in
the PHOTO SWEEPSTAKES.

The
Photo Sweepstakes
Winner
Whose picture is circled
la the above photo

SHOP AT THESE
PHOTO SWEEKSTAKES
Stores For Special Buys!

Sweepstakes Special

Sweepstakes Special

formothers
who care....

E. W. James Super Markets
UNION CITY and HICKMAN
Offer the Largest Array of Grocery Specials of
Any Super Market, Anywhere
Shop There Today And Youll Agree!

Sweepstakes Special

Sweepstakes Special

EXPERT REPAIR WORK

TREATED SEED WHEAT
Certified Monon
Certified Knox 62

On all makes and models of cars and trailers. FREE
estimates on all jobs.
_

Uncertified Monon

We Buy Wrecked Cars

Uncertified Vermillion

MELB0SE TBAILEB & BODY SHOP

S0UTHEBN STATES FULTON CO-OP

Broadway SL

Sooth Fullon

Phone 1510

Sweepstakes Special

Central Avenue

Phone 399

Sweepstakes Special

WADE TELEVISION SERVICE
SHOP AND SAVE AT THE
DISCOUNT FURNITURE MART
Martin, Tenn.

Highway 51, North
°

Ur

Sclectlon

Phone 450
Curtis Malhes

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTEBS"
— 23" Television
.
„ „
— AM-FM Radio

\. „_ ^
All In One Handsome
Wood Decorator

— Stereo Phono

'

AS

LOW AS

$249.95
(With Trade)

Cabinet

McCOKNELL HEWS
Mm. U T

Caldwell

«

Miss Bettye Welch ol Memphis,
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ligon Welch, last week.
" Joe Bradley of Fulton spent the
week end with Brad Boggess.
Mrs. Bertia Levister of Martin
spent Thursday with her sister,
Mrs. Myrtle Caldwell.
Mrs. L. T. CaldweU-and granddaughter, LuAn Boggess, spent
Friday with Mrs. Lucille Drumra
and Debbie of Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Lee Parrish and Miss Rebecca Parrish of
Memphis spent Friday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Parrish and
sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Haynie visited

•

relatives in Indiana last week
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell recently underwent surgery In the
Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
BUI Rowland underwent surgery at the Mayfield Hospital last
Thursday. We extend our getwell wishes to him.
Miss Dennie Sills was hospitalized in Jones Clinic, Fultoa last
week.
Clifford "Rudolph" Arnold of
Fulton, formerly of McCormell,
underwent major surgery this
month at Baptist Hospital in Memphis. He is the nephew of Mrs.
Ligon Welch. We wish for him a
speedy recovery, as well as all
those on the sick list.
_Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy

of Martin visited her parents, Mr. at the Fulton Bank on November
The Fulton News, Thursday, Nov. 12, 1964
and Mrs. Charley Gill, over the 25.
David Long of Pierce spent
week end.
feature writing.
joyed comparing notes and newsThursday night with his grandMr. and Mrs. Emmett Lee Par- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long,
This was the twentieth cliinc papers with the 940 other students
rish, Miss Rebecca Parrish, all of and Polly.
T r a m The FHS Kennel"
conducted by "The Commercial
Memphis, and Mr. and Mr*. Thad
Appeal." Jeanie and Sara Jane-en- in attendance.
Mrs. Florence Hastings spent
Parrish and sons visited their Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Friday, October 18, Jeanie Hinmother, Mrs. John Parrish, and Long.
ton and Sara Jane Poe, co-editors
sister, Mrs. Cody Fankbenner and
Mrs. Buck Wilhaucks entertain- of the Kennel, attended "The
husband of Salem, Illinois over ed the WMU at her hom Mon- Commercial Appeal" Journalism
e
the week end. Mrs. John M. Par- day night.
Clinic in Memphis. The Clinic was
rish has been confined for a
1
held in the Auditorium, and the
lengthy period and her condition
various classes were conducted
FOB TOUB
remains unchanged.
NEPAL ROADS LIMITED
by members of "The Commercial
•
FARM
AND
AUTO
INSURANCE
Appeal"
staff.
The
classes
attended
Mrs. Evie Cloys has moved to Katmar-'n — Only half the King* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
the home of her sister, Mrs. Eva dom of Nepal's 400 miles of road by the co-editors were general
Clark, and plans to make her are usable by motor vehicles. news writing, photography, news* FARM LOANS
Many Nepalese shippers take paper make-up ,and editorial
home there.
OFFICE PHONE 5
208 MAIN STREET
goods into India, to the south, to writing. Mrs. J. A Poe accompaniThe WMU of McConnell Baptist reach another point in mountain- ed the two girls and attended the
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Church is sponsoring a bake sale ous Nepal.
discussions on sports writing and

Co-editors Attend
Journalism Clinic

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

PIERCE STATION

OPEN NITELY TILL 9 : P . M .
SUNDAY 9 - 7: P. H

By U n . Charles U r n
Nice crowds attended services
at Johnson Grove and Chappel
Hill Sunday.
The latest report on Horace
Norman, who has been in Nashville for several weeks, is that
he is improving slowly and may
get to come home soon. His daughter, Mrs. "Woody" Brown and
Mr. Brown drove up to see him
recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Dacus, of
High Ridge, Mo., were recent
guests of Miss Roberta DeMyer
and other relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem's guests
over the week end were Mrs.
Wallace Cunningham and children
and Mrs. Kenny Roberts and children of Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford of
Dyersburg spent Saturday night
and Sunday here. They visited
Mrs. Alford's mother, Mrs. Mattie
Rogers, who is a patient in Fulton Hospital. We wish Mrs. Rogers an early recovery.
Ernest Lowe is improving, after
a recent illness, and is able to be
out some.
Mrs. Myrtle Orleans remains
about the same in the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Mancil Roach's
visitors Sunday were Mr. and Mrs
Arley Olive of Mayfield and Mr.
and Mrs. Gaylor Ferguson and
children of Memphis.

Area Children
Get Aid From
Paducah Center
The West Kentucky Center for
Handicapped Children in Paducah
provided care and treatment services for 133 children from 12
western Kentucky counties during
the month of October.
Palmer Hughes, Administrator
of the Easter Seal facility at Pa-I
ducah, also announced that 12
new patients were enrolled for i
therapy during hte month of October.
Physical, occupational and speech j
threapy treatments during the
month totaled 757. Of this number, 411 were speech therapy, 254
were physical therapy and occupational therapy treatments numbered 92.
The patients coming to the Center during the month were from
the following counties: Ballard,
Calloway,
Carlisle, Crittenden,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Hopkins,
Livingston, Lyon, McCracken and
Marshall.

New Manager

V

»7A

Money Must Be
Claimed By
8: AM Monday

Sunset Gold

BISCUIT

Kelly's

CHILI

Kraft's Velveeta

6 Cans
The Best

49c CHEESE

Bright Star

4 Lb Cans ___ $1.00 FLOUR

_ 89c

25 Lb. Bag

$1.69

Swifts

Kraft's

Penn Champ
Perm
ANTIChamn
FREEZE

Fulton Route 2

Peaches 5-S1 I C E M , L K 3 ^ 1 0 0

CREME
TISSUE

Permanent

Marshmallow 4 Jars ___ $1.00 Lemon Custard Flavor Kist
20 Rolls
$1.00 COOKIES 14oz. Pkg __

RICHTEX

Flavor Kist

OATMEAL COOKIES
Flavor Kist

SUGAR COOKIES

Plymouth

CREAM

Ice

Sunmaid

H E L L O - I'm now monoger of
you. Catalog Sole. Office.
S c a n cuttamen are mylriendl
and I will do everything potaibie to Imure their shopping
aatlifoctlen. I hove already
met many of you but I am
looking forward to knowing
each and everyone of our cuttome rt. Do «top by end tee me
the next time you're In to«n.

2 Lb. Box

Fancy Argo Sliced

10oz.Pkg.
lOoz.Pkg.

SUGAR
BOBBY WALL

Nr. Carl Lewis

Remember - - Food Is A Bargain!

RAISINS

1-2 Gallon

Seedless

2 Lb. Bag

POTATOES 20

Catalog Sales Office
FHONB toot
M l Broadway. South Fulton

\

LB.
CAN

PURE
SHORTENING
Plymouth

25c 0LE0

Plymouth

25c COFFEE
HENDERSON'S
$5.00 PurchaM
Or More

SiOO

Purchase

Stick

Gal. $1.49
25c

391

5 Lb.

Beans

$1.00

73c

Lb.

89c TURKEYS

Lb

16 to 20 lb.
LB.

SWIFT'S
PREMIUM
TURKEY

Roast

FRESH
BOSTON BUTT
PORK

PORK

STEAK Lean Lb. 39c

10-89c

BANANAS
Golden Ripe
59c
FISHSTICKS
5 Lb Box
59c GRADE " A " TOMS

i

FRESH

10c
99c

RIBS Spare

Lb. 39c

FRESH LEAN

BEEF Ground Lb. 39c

33c WEINERS 12 oz. 39c
SWIFT'S

~>age 10
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Lester Beity Says Investment In
Education Pays Highest Dividends
The week of November 8-14 it
\merican Education Week, sponored by the National Education
Association, the American Legion,
National Congress of Parents &
'eachers ,and the U. S. Office of
Vlucation.
Lester Betty, principal of South
Hilton West, said that an in vestntnt in education pays the highst dividend of any investment in
he world.
In fact, entering the first grade
? like opening a savings account:
he longer the investment is kept
•oing, the higher the dividend
TOWS.

Of all investments a person can
nake, education pays the highest
eturn. On the basis of lifetime
- arnings, it can pay off as high as
0 to 1.
Mr. Betty explained "that this
s how the National Education Asociation demonstrates the value
' if investing in education in its
ata for American
Education
Veek, November 8-14. This year's
heme is "Education Pays Diviends."

The NEA says the hard facts
about the worth of education include the following:
Society has fewer jobs for the
uneducated. So, more than ever
before, education stands between
the man and his job.
Education is required today to
understand the daily newspapers
and the complicated processes at
work in our society.
Education is needed to solve today's problems in every community.
Tomorrow's problems will require flexibility and intelligence,
two of the hallmarks of education.
Education pays dividends, the
NEA says, in seven ways. Each
of these is assigned a day during
American Education Week in order that it can be explored extensively.
These are the seven dividends:
In better human relations, in improved earning power, in personal fulfillment, in good citizenship,
in national economic growth, in
better communities, and in international relations.

Education Week Committee Makes
Known 'Education's Dividends'
An interesting and informative
TOgram of events has been planned by the Fulton City Schools
'uring American Education Week,
vhich is being observed this
veek. "Education Pays Dividends"
s the theme for the week.
Parents are invited to visit the
lassrooms on the day or days deignated. Visitation will be oberved at Carr Elementary, Terry
forman and Fulton High School
oday (Thursday). Milton has invited parents any time during the
veek. This visit means a great
leal to the students and also helps
iarents know the teachers better,
i school official said.
Mrs. M. L. Herring spoke at
he Rotary Club Tuesday and Mrs.
harles Robert Bennett will speak
t the Lions Club tomorrow.
r heir subject material covers facts
vhich relate to the local schools.
Using sub-topics of the theme,
Education Pays Dividends," varous groups and individuals have
>een speaking on Radio Station
•VFUL each morning this week at
):30.
Milton School will climax its
bservance with a program tonorrow (Friday) night at 7:30,
vith a speaker and student paricipation.

Future Teachers
At Murray Meet
Six officers of the Fulton High
uture Teachers of America at'nded the area conference at
lurray State College on Novem>er 5th.
They were: Sara Jane Poe, preslent: Andy Batts, vice president;
'hyllis Crocker, secretary; Jenni'r Duncan, treasurer; Cheryl
'nderwood, historian, and Susan
Valker, parliamentarian. They
ere accompanied by their sponir, Mrs LaNette Allen.

Terry Norman PTA has an exhibit in the show window at
Weaks' store.
In view of the theme for the
week, "Education Pays Dividends,"
President John
F. Kennedy's
words, "We cannot afford to not
educate," takes on an even greater meaning. Mr. Kennedy also
said that "educating citizens who
can maintain a free society is the
heaviest responsibilty which can
fall on a person." He was speaking in honor of a teacher, but
much can be accomplished by
both teachiers and parents assuming this responsibility, he added.
Daniel Webster said, "If we
work on marble it will perish; if
brass, time will efface it; if we
rear temples, they will crumble
into dust; but if we work on immortal minds and imbue them
with principles, with the just fear
of God and love of our fellow
men, we engrave -on those tablets
something that will brighten all
eternity."
The American Education Week
Committee is composed of: Mrs.
J. P. McClay, Chairman, Mrs.
Gilbert DeMyer, Mrs. Elmer Hixson,! Mrs. Hugh Jackson and Mrs.
Leonard Allen.

School Leaders Allend
KEA Neel At Murray
Attending the fall drive-in Kentucky Education Association Conference in Murray on November
5 were th e following members of
the Fulton Teachers Association:
W. L. Holland, superintendent;
Bobby Snider, president of the
association; Billy Sensing, TEPS
committee; Mrs. Marian Richardson, ethics committee; Miss Janet
Allen, program committee; Miss
Katherine Williamson, legislative
committee, and Mrs.
Patricia
Steele, public relations committee.

I PPER CRUST!
He smiled weekly as he explainAnd have you heard about the
tylish clam? He was an upper ed the problem.
rustacean!
—Cleveland (Ohio) Plain Dealer
1
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Illinois Central Says Banana Festival A Theme Come True
(The Illinois Central Railroad,
whose vast operations here can
be directly credited with the possibility of a Banana Festival in the
twin cities, took note of the recent
event in their IC Magazine. Pointing out that the Festival this year
stressed an international theme
for good neighborliness with our
Central American friends, the
article summed up the fact, that
our Project-Unite Us is indeed a
theme come true. Here's the article:)

was the display train furnished by
the Illinois Central. The train,
which was on display at the Fulton passenger depot, included a
diesel engine, a passenger coach,
a Pullman car and a freight caboose, all coupled to allow visitors
to climb aboard the engine and to
easily pass through the train. Behind the caboose was a refrigerator car newly turned out from
McComb Shop. After
visitors
toured the train they mounted
steps into the ice-cooled interior
of the refrigerator, where they
found a big supply of bananas
Straddling the state line between ripe for eating.
Kentucky and Tennessee are the
"With all those banana peelings,
twin communities of Fulton and
South Fulton; separated only by one of our biggest jobs was pickthat same state line. The combin- ing them up," said Richard. T.
ed communities have a population Bodker, assistant special agent,
of only 7,000, but last month they one of the Illinois Central men
put on a civic event that would do who staffed the display train.
justice to a city ten or 20 times "We didn't want anybody to go
off into orbit, coming down those
their size.
stairs."
.The event was the Second InOther Illinois Central men passternational Banana Festival on
October 1-2-3. Eyebrows were ed out descriptive literature and
raised last year when Nathan answered questions on railroading
Wade, Fulton furniture merchant and travel. Lester W. McAdams,
and business leader, suggested an traveling electrical and diesel ininternational banana festival. Why spector, answered hundreds of
Fulton? people asked. No bananas questions on how to operate an
grow in Fulton! No, answered Mr. engine, asked by an endless stream
Wade, none grow here, but this of boys and their fathers. The
community nevertheless is a great Pullman car was a popular spot in
banana center. For many years the exhibit train O. D. Moody,
the Illinois Central Railroad, the traveling porter inspector, found
leading carrier of bananas among a great deal of interest on the
American railroads, has brought part of the public in learning
more about roomettes and bedmillions of bananas to Fulton.
rooms.
Mr. Wade's facts were correct.
The three days were jammed
The Illinois Central maintains facilities at New Yard In Fulton that with individual events, topped off
can service 125 carloads of ba- by the big event on October 3
nanas at a single time. Bananas when more than 40,000 persons
move in fast trains from New Or- watched as 33 bands, 55 marching
leans and other gulf ports to Ful- units and numerous floats carryton, where they are inspected by ing beauty queens, including Miss
resident managers representing America herself, passed by in a
the banana companies. The fruit parade extending more than three
is shipped green in refrigerator
cars. If riper fruit is desired, the
car may be deiced or even heated.
Weather has a great influence on
whether the car is iced, de-iced
or heated. For example, in March
this year, when 2,850 carloads of
bananas arrived in Fulton, only
31 required icing, whereas 426 required heating.
Fulton is also a holding and reconsigning point Cars not already
sold as they roll north are switched to a "hold" track in New Yard,
there to a^wait purchase orders.
With this transportation and
commercial fact as the inspiration
for their idea, Wade, backed by an
enthusiastic group of civic leaders, approached Ralph Lally, president of the National Banana Association. Why not an annual festival that would lend itself to a
broad exchange of ideas, culture
and commerce with the Latin
American countries that produced
bananas, they asked. Why not?
answered Lally, and the first festival was bom. The success of the
1963 event led inevitably to the
1964 festival.
Among the attractions this year

Chuck

ROAST

Sliced Bacon

"There was something doing
every minute. The first day a banana box derby, movies from Central America, a junior Olympics
track meet, a street dance with
talent show, square dancing and
a twist contest, snd a Mardi Gras
with lingo games. The second day,
Latin American Day, started with
a banana pancake breakfast, followed by a big program in the
high school featuring W. Averell
Harriman and diplomatic representatives from Honduras, Costa
Rica, Guatemala and Ecuador, a
soccer match between Latin American teams, a beauty pageant and
a music festival. The third day, ln
addition to the big parade, had a
Miss America luncheon, banana
bakeoff contest, arts and crafts
exhibit of Latin American items,
a big feast after the parade when
a one-ton banana pudding was
served the crowd, the crowning
of the Banana Princess and many,
many othtar events."
The Latin American theme of
the festival gave downtown Fulton a gay atmosphere. Everywhere
on the windows appeared expressions in Spanish, such as "Bienvenidos a Fulton amigos" (welcome to Fulton, friends) and
"Mucho gusto en conocerle" (very
happy to know you) and "Nos tentimos muy contentos con su presencia" (we are pleased that you
are Here). Stems of bananas
swayed from street signs, and
passersby picked bananas freely.
The more than 40 visitors from
various Latin American countries
in native costume mixed with the

crowds that thronged the side- ments than any other American.'"
In his remarks, Mr. Harriman
walks of the city.
spoke of his long career as an
On Latin Arperican Day the key Illinois Central director beforte he
speaker was W. Averell Harriman, left business to enter government.
under secretary of state. Speak- All told, he served 28 years, during before a large audience in the ing 10 years of which he was
high school auditorium, he com- chairman of the executive complimented the community on dedi- mittee of the railroad. "I recall
cating a new Avenue of the Amer- during the depression how we
icas as a symbol of international counted the banana trains, which
friendship. In a talk full of inter- helped to bring the Illinois Cenesting facts, he described how the tral through the bad timfes," said
Mr. Harriman.
Good Neighbor policy launched
30 years ago by President Franklin
Later, speaking at the soccer
Roosevelt has continued to grow, game between Honduras and Costa
so that the two Americas today Rica, Mr. Harriman summed up
are closer together than ever be- the achievement of Fulton in these
fore.
words, "America is built on the
initiative of individuals and of inMr. Harriman was an ideal dividual communties. You here in
spokesman for Latin America ths community have shown adDay because of his long career in mirable initiative."
both commerce and industry and
government. He was introduced by
Johanna Westpheling, co-editor of
4 IN 5 AIR-CONDITIONED
the Fulton News and one of the
Detroit—From three quarters to
creators of the Banana Festival. four fifths of American luxury
"President Kennedy said of our
cars had factory-installed air conspeaker today, 'Except for John
ditioning last year. In the lower
Quincy Adams, he has held more
price ranges the biggest seller air
important governmental assigncooled 18 percent of its cars.

Learn to Operate IBM Machines
BIG PAY; BIG F U T U R E

The a u t o m a t i o n i n d u s t r y ' s g r o w i n g fast. G e t in n o w . Just
a f e w s h o r t w e e k s o f r e s i d e n t or h o m e s t u d y t r a i n s y o u
for s t o r t i n g s a l a r i e s f r o m $.>&0 to $ 7 0 0 a m o n t h . N e e d
for t r a i n e d p e o p l e e x c e e d s the s u p p l y . Placement service
for all g r a d u a t e s .

Suitably garbed to act as greeters to the special banana train exhibit
are J. N. Fox, left, and N. E. Lahndorff of the merchanlcal department at Memphis, and Mary Alice Coleman, Illinois Central Magazine
correspondent at Fnlton, Ky.

BLADE
CUT
Fancy Brand

39
Pork
Boast

Lb.

Hamburger

MEAT

Interest-tree tuition l o o n s c v c i f a b f e f o r a limited n u m b e r
o f q u a l i f i e d a p p l i c a n t s . W . 1 . 3 tod-^y, g i v i n g a g e , e d u c a tor*, a d a r e s s , a n d p a o n e n u m b e r . A l l r e p l i e s a c k n o w l e d g e d .

BOX "B," % THE FULTON NEWS

,GrimJ

Fresh

Several Times Daily

3 $1
u

25

End and Pieces

lb. 59c Sliced Bacon 5 lhs. 89c

Rib End Cuts

Center Cut

By The Piece

Sliced Trtt Tender

Pork Chops ft. 39c
Jowl

These four wild, banana-eating natives of the Fulton region are
mighty pleased with the Illinois Central train exhibit—and especially
all ti|e free bananas!

WANTED: Adults 18 to 49

PICNICS

Swift Prem

miles. Mary Alice Coleman, Illinois Central Magazine correspondent ln the general foreman's office at Fulton, gave the highlights
of the event-packed three days in
her report:

Pork Chops

smoked lh. 29c Beei Liver

lh. 59c
U-TOTE-EM. W E RESERVE
lb. 49c FORMERLY
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

THE

HAMILTON • OLIVER • BUTTONS-• O'CONNELL

wmmmmmmmm i» p a n a v i s i o n "

97 POLE BEANS M 29c
[

SUNDAY — MONDAY and TUESDAY
SAMUEL BRONSTON

SOPHIA LOREN
STEPHEN/ ALEC
BOYD /GUINNESS
JAMES C
/ HRISTOPHER
MASON I PLUMMER

T H E F A L L
R O M A N
E M P I R E

TECHNICOLOR* j

•JOHN KLANOI MEL FERRER I OMAR SHARIF _ ANTHONY QUAYLE
Ortdsl b, ANTHONY UMI Suit b, MIDI M l
J S S S m ULTRA PAUiUISIOR*

Navy Beans
Hominy white or golden
Yellow Eye Peas
Pork & Beans

300 Size _ __ BUSH'S SALE!
300 Size Baby Bntter Beans
300 Size
300 Size Great Northern Beans
300 Size
300 Size Pinto Beans
300 Size

Mix or Match Can 1 ()c

Blackeyes Showboat
Kidney Beans
October Beans
Red Beans

300 Size
300 Size
300 Size
300 Size

12 Cans J)f)c 24 CansS 1 97
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CHESTNUT

GLADE

DUKEDOM NEWS

glad to learn that he appears to
b e making satisfactory progress
toward recovery.
Mrs. Elsie Williams appears to
be recovering very nicely, after
being in a very serious condition
following major surgery recently.
Her sister, Lelia. and her husband
from Detroit are spending several
days with t h e m

A i w m w i w M i from Hopewell
Presbytery will install Rev. Dale
Shelton as pastor of the DresdenT h e very f i n e harvesting weathGood Springs Parish on Sunday
er continues after the showers on
night, November 13, at 7 J » o'clock
the week end. Much of the harin the Dresden Church- Rev. Scott
vesting has been completed in this
Johnson o f Milan wfll deliver the
sermon. A fellowship supper f o r
Mr. and Mrs. Irvtn Brundige,
Mrs. Reims Jones f r o m Paducah the two congregations is scheduled
Mrs Eula Rogers and Mrs. Yvellsix o'clock, preceding the
ette Smith visited Garrett Brun- spent the week end with her sis- church service.
dige in VanderhUt Hospital at ter, Mrs. Clara Nix, and attended
Mrs. Lurtine G l i s s o n
seem
Nashville last Saturday Garrett the services at Sandy Branch Sat
some better on Sunday. She is rebad surgery there Friday and is urday night and Sunday.
ceiving
treatment
in
Jooes
Hosimproving satisfactorily.
Mrs. J. T. Simpson is improving.
pital. Her son Daren, w h o lives
Best wishes to W i l b u m Hollo- Mr. Simpson, who has been bedLouisville, has been seriously
way, the m u c h admired Fulton fast more than a year, appears to ill for some time.
Route 5 carrier, who is a patient be about the same.
Mrs. Ralph W o r k w a s hospitalSeveral relatives visited Mrs.
in Campbell's Clinic in Memphis,
ized last week.
where b e is recovering f r o m bone Edna Strong at the Henderson
Ed Parker is n o t as well as
surgery. His many friends will b e Rest Home last week. They report
usual and is under the doctor's
that she appears to be getting
care at his home.
along as well as can b e expected.
A pink and blue shower 1
Friends in this community w i n
given November 29 f o r Mrs. L o a be glad to know that Mrs. EQen
nie Thomas at the h o m e at Mr*.
Brown, who has lived in Texas,
Billy Puckett. Many lovely gifts
Ohio and Michigan for the past
were received.
several years, has returned to
Porter Taylor, retired grocery
Fulton and is making her b
ANDREWS
with Mrs. Icie Williams. She is an man at Pryursburg. passed away
last
Saturday He is the father of
Avon representative and will b e
Mrs. Scott Johnson.
Jewelry Company
calling on her friends in this
Mr. and Mrs. J o e Williamson
munity.
announce the arrival at a s
weighing S pounds, 4 ounces, at
Hill v i e w Hospital last Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bfll Sheffield have
a n e w baby girl, Tracy Lane, born
in Obion General last week. Mrs.
Sheffield was Gertie Parker of
Dukedom.
Miss Constance Jones, longtime
resident of this community, passed away suddenly at Raleigh. N.
C She had made her home there
with a brother the last several
years. T h e body will b e returned
here f o r burial. Funeral s e n ices
will b e Wednesday at 2 p. m. at
Bethlehem, with burial at Bowden
graveyard.
Pleasant V i e w Baptist Church
called Rev. Bobby P r u i t t of Martin, as pastor and h e accepted last
Wednesday night H e and Mrs.
Pruitt h a v e two daughters, ages
seven years and nine months.
Services will continue as before
each Sunday. Sunday School at
10, church at 11, first and third
Sunday nights at 7, and each
Wednesday night at 7. T h e c o m munity is invited to attend.
Rev. and Mrs. Dale Shelton,
— Combination storm windows
Mrs. Annie Culver, Mrs.
Boyd
Watkins,
Mrs. T. L. Ainley and
— Combination doors
Mrs. HilLman West brook attended
— Flexalum aluminum siding
a meeting of the Synod
and
Synodical Missionary
Auxiliary
— Venetian blinds
last Thursday and Friday in Dyer.

A SYMBOL OF

When the ship is in danger; we can depend on the life-boats to take us over

Paris Far AD EUdric

the seas to safety. It is comforting to glance at the life boat when the seas

Skavers A h

nan
as an
i he
nt.
durbe was
comrecall
we
which
Cen* said

Awnings

-Carports

- Sidewalk Covers

are rough.
Our Armed Services are a symbol of safety when our country is in trouble,
when war threatens to raise its ugly head. In the past, when war has come,
our servicemen have not hesitated to give their lives to protect and defend us.

There is a special Day each year when we remember and honor our servicemen who have died in the defense of our blessed country. Let us not forget, as
»

individuals, to honor these dead and give thanks to God for those who protect
us even now. Remember them as you attend church this week.

- P a l i o cavers

- Special Desigis

e n v p t POCCH

FREE estimates; no obligation!

Ten Ar Ky No Industries
Union City. Tenn.

SAFETY

Phone 885-0721

Tht Oiurrfi is 6od"s oppointed ogency in this world for spreoding the knowledge of His fovt

secure

foi men and of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor. Without

Paris—Officials w e r e unable to
find the key to the lock and chain
securing the French diplomatic
pouch to the seat of the airliner
that brought it f r o m Washington.
So they unbolted the seat and took
it b y trade to the Foreign Office.

m

A

this grounding in the love of God, no government or society of way of life wiU long
persevere and Hie f r t M M B which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from s selfish point of view, one should support the Church lor the sake of the weffart
•f himself and his family, leyond that, however, every person should uphold and participate in the Church become it lets the truth about men s life, death and destiny, tht

r ;

truth which alone will let him free tt live as a child of God.

I

CColvfltan Adv. Smr.
'.. P. O. tax 20047, Delia 20, T u n

Tkis Series oi Ckarck Ads Is Being Published Throngh the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial

n a

Association aid Is Sponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions

Only one pickup
has 2 front axles I
'65 FORD

BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
Everything tbe fanner needs
2*7 E. Fourth

Fatten, K y .

Atkins. Reams and Taylor
Farm * A ate

Rice Insurance Agency. Inc.
8 « a as for an your Insurance needs
t J l Main Street

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers at Shell Prodaets

bnnum
Ui

Farmer's UahOtty Coverage
1 1 Main S t ,

Fatten

Offtet Phone S

Fabric Shop & Singer Sewing
Center
"Everything for y e a r sewing
Clyde W e s t MXT
M l Main S t ,

needs"

Rath Jaekaon, Saleslady
Fatten.

Phone: 22

Arcade Beauty 8c Barber Shop

Only Ford Dealers have it!
Ttoo front axles make this one the
toughest, smoothest riding pickup
ever I Hen's why: each wheel works
independently on its own axle—a
forged steel I-beam axle like the bis
trucks uie I Forged steel radius rods
lock in wheel alignment I Two axles
ihare the load, aod because each

axle works independently a bump at
one wheel won't move the other.
Add heavy-duty coil springs and
you've (ot i t . . . the smoothest riding,
toughest independent front end in
any pickup. Come on in and see for
yourself how smooth a tough TwwI-Beam Ford pickup really is. iJ5>

VARDEN - GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
PHONE 42

FULTON. K Y .

424 Lake Street,

Phone tt

FT.IZABhTH'S
Ladles' Raady-to-Wemr
tn

Main

Phone S4*

BAY FAMILY SHOE STORE
A New Line of Fine Jarman Shoes f o r Me
Budget Priced

"Story

Book-

Shoes

fc

Children
t t * Lake S t

Falton. Ky.

Water Valley Implement Co.
Taeir Allia Chalmers, Masaer F n g a a i a
and New Holland Dealer
Water Valley, Ky.

HICKMAN FULTON COUNTIEr
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP
Live Better Electrically

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Hickman

Ky

" T o u r Prescription Drag Stare"
Fulton. K y .

Phones Tt M 42S

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

Falton

PURE MILK COMPANY

Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

PhoeM 44:

At the store or at r o a r door
til

Fatten. Ky.

CLARICE SHOP
Ladles Ready-to-Wear A Mmtnery

COLONEL C. W. BURROW
E. W . James & Son Super Markets

Real M a t e Broker • Phcne ( 1
J t » Wahiat S t

, Ky.

NORMAN BENNETT
' a t (MT OBI
F a g , Street,

Falton, K y .

Uaton CHy. T e n .

THE CITIZENS BANK

Pleasant View and Obion Cocml
Memorial Gardens
at U f a May Rarvtva
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NOTEBOOK—

STANDARD FRUIT—

(Continued Prom Pace One)

(Conthwed from Page One)"

American Ins. Co. of New York,
Hawaiian Trust Co., Ltd., House of
Investments, National Health A
Welfare Retirement Association,
Oahu Transport" Co., Oceanic Properties, Inc., Queen's Hospital, and
Royal Hawaiian Macadamia Nut
Co., Inc. In addition, he is a trustee of the Nutrition Foundation,
Inc., and of Reed College, Portland, Ore.
He is a member of the Advisory
Council, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, and of
the Newcomen Society in North
America. He serves as Honorary
Consul of Thailand at Honolulu.

As for incidents concerning the
public accomodations law, affecting restaurants and motels, adherence by operators of these
businesses have been lawful and
acquiescent If any colored people have been turned away from
these
local
establishments
don't know anything about it, and
I think I would.
Just as I have known that some
area school administrators have
found it in the best interest that
certain good athletes on our
twin-city teams be ""benched" during team-play in the particular
cities. I think our school administrators and the coaches involved
used good judgment in not making
a public issue of tbe matter. Our
players involved showed far, far
more Americanism by showing
that "extemism in the pursuit of
liberty" is indeed criminal, as
Barry Goldwater well knows by
now.

Hogue was born in Monmouth,
111., and graduated from Pomona
College and Stanford's Graduate
School of Business. He began his
career in 1933 with Security First
National Bank at Los Angeles,
leaving in 1938 to join C&H Sugar
Refining Company at San Francisco. From 1943 to 1946 he served
in the United States Navy. In 1946,
he joined the Dole organization,
serving until 1956 as assistant treasurer, from 1956 to 1963 as vicepresident and manager of the
company's Salem Division and
since 1963, as vice-president and
controller. In June of this year,
he was elected a director of the
Dole Company.

(Continued from Pace One)
lous City, State and Federal uses
for the center is being prepared.
In order to interest all these various segments, the prospectus will
include the possibilities of the
center housing such programs as:
A clearing house for the exchange of college students from
the mid-west universities and
Latin-American schools; a LatinAmerican trade mart where importers and exporters may show
their wares, perhaps at six month
intervals; an industrial exposition
center, where major Kentucky
and mid-west industries can set
up permanent exhibits for yearround review by tourists and Industrialists;

Also a vocational training center for adult education and for
school drop-outs; a recreation
center; a convention center for
both large and small groups; a
civic center; a tourist information
center; a civilian defense center.
Perhaps «ven some municipal and
area State offices could be included in the plans.

PROJECT—

(Continued From Page One)
course here in Costa Rica we are
not such good people as you are,
but we will try our best to make
you feel as if you were in Fulton.
I really hope you can be here
some day.
"Saturday night when we had
to say goodbye to you I felt something so big that it seemed impossible that in such few time
you could be able to feel so much
for people. But you are good people and good people can touch
your heart only with a small time."
I think that the good judgment
Fulia Barquero
and sportsmanship displayed by
San Jose, Costa Rice
our twin city people will bring
shame upon those people who
"The trip that I just made towould undermine the reputation ward Fulton, Kentucky I like it
of our schools and theirs by creat- very much and I have thought to
ing unpleasant scenes at a sports go there again, but I need to get
event. The "hot-heads" will be a job, so I am asking you if it
taken care of in due time; mean- will be difficult to get one in some
while we have shown ourselves to institutions."
be good sports and understanding
Carlos Manuel Soto Guevara
people. The matter will be brought
San Jose, Costa Rica
to the attention of the proper authorities, at which time we know
the rabble-rousers win show their
real cowardice by retreating.

It is a compliment to the good
sportsmanship of our athletes to
"sit out a game" rather than to
"sit-in" on the revolting demonstration by a few rabble-rousers
looking for trouble. Indeed, we
owe our school administrators,
our students and the players involved a real debt of gratitude for
accepting with courage the fact
that it was not their opposing
team-mates,
the
coaches, the
school administrators nor their
classmates who "benched" them.

A native of La Follette, Tennessee, Smith has worked fof
Standard Fruit Company ever
since he left the University of
Florida in 1929. He was succes
sively secretary to the auditor and
secretary to the manager in Nicaragua,, assistant manager in Nicaragua, assistant to the manager in
Honduras, assistant manager and
then manager of the company's
foreign department in New Orleans, and in 1958 he was elected
vice-president - production. He is
a member of International House
and the Metairie Country Club.
About two weeks ago, Castle &
Cooke announced acquisition for
cash of a controlling interest in
the outstanding common stock of
Standard Fruit, the second largest
producer and marketer of bananas
in the world. At the time of the
acquisition,
MacNaughton
announced that the management and
operations of
Standard
Fruit
would not be changed, and that
Castle & Cooke would be represented by the addition of two
members to the board of directors.

Letters To Editor

Youth Choir Of Baptist Church
To Appear With Billy Graham

WSCS Circle
Hears Story
Of Institute
Circle 1 of the Fulton First
Methodist Church W. C. S. C. met
Monday afternoon in the home
of Mrs. E. W. Hart with Mrs.
Roye Cocke co-hostess.
Roll call was answered with
verses of Thanksgiving from the
Book of Psalms Mrs. Rob Fowlkes,
Mrs. Frank Merry man and Mrs.
Will Holman had visited the shutin members.
A definite decision regarding a
Christmas dinner meeting was
postponed and Mrs. Kelly Wood
will report on this later. Mrs. J.
O. Lewis remarked briefly on the
repercussions of the recent presidential campaign. Mrs. Kelly Wood
and Mrs. J. T. Willey gave an interesting dialogue o?fc| "Holding
Institute a Continuing Story,"
taken from the book of programs.
Holding is a Methodist school in
Laredo, Texas.

The 40-member youth choir of
First Baptist Church left for Louisville today to present special
music at the Thursday night session of the Kentucky State Baptist Convention in Louisville.
The choir was accompanied by
Diane Foster, pianist, and Cheryl
Underwood will be the trumpet
soloist. Miss Underwood is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Underwood and Miss Foster's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster.
On Friday
night which Is
"Youth Night" the Fulton choir
will sing with 125 other choirs of
Kentucky in a 3,000-voice choir
at the Billy Graham meeting at
Freedom Hall. About 23,000 persons are expected to attend.
The choir, directed by Norman
White, left Fulton at noon Thursday in cars accompanied by adult
chaperones.
Mr. and Mrs. White left Tuesday morning to attend the convention. He is a member of the
committee on organizations.

Mrs. Herman Williamson reported on an article, "The Poor",
by Dorothy McConnell, which is LOCAL MERCHANTS H A V ~ rT
an episode of life in Appalachia.
After a Thanksgiving meditation, Mrs. J. O. Lewis closed the
meeting with a prayer.
(
During a social hour cake and
coffee were served by the hostesses to seventeen members.

Continued From Page One)
time to followup thte calls that
were made.
>
Making the trip were Mayor
Murphy, Mayor Williams, Mr
Beard, Mr. Travis, Coy Buckley,
VACCINE TIME!
Sharon and Weakley
County
An oral Sabin clinic will be held Municipal Electric System; Dr.
at thb Fulton Health Center from Joe Anderson, Dresden; and Mr.
8 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. November Teuton.
17. All three types of the vaccine
will be given.
THIRD VEEP
Earle Thorpe, Obion County
VISITING!
trustee, was elected third vice
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Terry president of the Tennessee County
spent last week end In Columbia, Trustees Association at a stateMo., with their granddaughter wide meeting in the Andrew JackSusan Ivey, who is a student at son Hotel at Nashville last MonStephens College.
day.

I would like to thank aU those who
supported me in the recent School Board
election in the First District of Fulton
County.
NEAL

means

Mrs. Sammy Haddad
The Music Department of the
Fulton Woman's Club will meet
tomorrow (Friday) at 7:30 p. m.
in the club home.
Mrs. Sammy Haddad will be in
charge of the program, which will
be "Music and Songs of Wartime
America." Hostesses for the meeting will be Mrs. Leonora Bushart
Mrs. Lonnie Roper, Mrs. Herbert
Smith a nd Mrs. Walter Voelpel.
All members are urged to attend and visitors are welcome."

Newness!

We invite you to try our professional drycleaning services. Our exclusive

MIRACLE

Music Program Leader

FINISH

PROCESS

restores the original finish, freshness, body
and drape to all fabrics. Your professionally
dry cleaned clothes will look and feel brand
new again with crisp, renewed life. Available,
igply at your- finest professional dry cleaner.

OT^-PmUieiH.

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.

NEW!

soaks diapers

AUTOMATICALLY!

San Jose, Calif.
November 6, 1964
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:

Only the Frigidaire Jet Action
Washer has the unique Deep
Action Agitator! Moves up and
down - creates jet currents
to help remove even heaviest soil!

$224.95
YOUR OLD WASHER

I

$45.75 Case of Filths

GLENM0RE
GOLD LABEL

SILVER LABEL

4 YEAR OLD 6 YEAR OLD
BOHD
STRAIGHT
100 PROOF

90 PROOF

NRUU m MTTUI IT «IMOK MHUIMI amrun toumui M N U M . onion

BOY SCOUT—

fice, where scouting needs are
taken care of.
5 - Maintenance and replacement of films, screens and projectors used by the units and the
district leaders to train unit leaders, etc.
6 - Salaries for two paid fulltime secretaries in the Council office. These girls make it possible
for unit leaders to get badges, etc.,
which have been ordered - and to
tfet them ln a hurry.
These are but six of the many
things the dollars are spent for.
Scouting is at an all-time high ln
this area and it is directly related
to the fact that the local council
has put its men Into the field to
aid in the work carried on by the
volunteer. Boy Scouting is one of
the great factors in the development of a boy's character.

t»HDRV $PEC1*V
• v
GET ON BOARD THE BONUS

MAY

MAKE THE DOWN-PAYMENT

Mrs. Marilyn Hughes
$1.45
PINT

THRIFTY!

FUm/RE WASHER

We have been enjoying very
much a copy of the October 22
News, sent to us from Fulton. We
had seen a short show of the Banana Festival on "You Asked For
It" on TV last week. My dad was
thrilled over i t so I'd likte to have
a year's subscription sent to him,
as he does enjoy hearing from
home. He is Thomas B. Guill,
1868 Enesco Avenue, San Jose,
Calif.
We have been here since 1959,
but still miss home. Actually, dad
has been gone from there since
1955 and does get very homesick.
He suffered a Severe heart attack
last February 25 and is so afraid
hell never make it back there and
this will help his morale.
Thank you very much again for
the good work on your paper and
we did enjoy it so much.

$2.85
PINT

LITTLE

Professional drycleaning

CALL TO ORDER
Oklahoma City
November 5, 1964
The Fulton Homemakers Club
will meet this (Thursday) morn- Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling
ing at 10:30 in the home of Mrs. Fulton, Kentucky
,
Jack Allen on Fifth Street. The
lesson, on furniture arrangement, Dear Editors:
will be given by Mrs. H. G. ButThe Fulton News is my weekly
ler and Mrs. Montez Oliver.
anticipation I am particularly
HAPPY RETURNS!
proud of my home town since the
Roy Maurer, Detroit corresponvery successful second Banana
PALESTINE MEETING!
dendent for The News, will celeFestival
brate his 66th birthday November
The regular meeting of the PalI wish to pay tribute to you,
22. Mr. Maurer will enjoy re- estine Homemakers will be held the Westphelings, the civic organceiving cards from his friends. on Friday, November 13, at 10:30 izations and the citizens of the
His address is 31529 Beaconsfield a. m. in the Palestine Community Twin Cities, who have done so
Road, Roseville, Michigan 48066. House Members are urged to at- much in the progress of Fulton
tend and bring visitors.
It is a satisfaction that no longer do I need to explain^ "Why a
LAMBUTH SENIOR DAY!
Banana Festival?" Nor do I need
MEETING DAY
to express the location of our
High School Senior Day will be
held Saturday, November 14 at
November 19 has been set as Kentucky-Tennessee town
Lambuth College
Registration the date for the regular meeting
Sincerely,
will begin at 1:30 p. m. in the of the Bennett Homemakers. The
First Floor Lobby of Amos W. | meeting was previously scheduled
Ivy Cheek Brann (Mrs. J. C.)
Jones Hall.
I for November 19.

TAKE YOUR PICK!

WEAKLEY COUNTY—

SAVE $10.00 CASH

TRAIN !

Visit our
store for
details.

It you live on the Hickman- Fulton RECC Lines you can earn a
$10.00 Cash Bonus on a washer
purchased nowl HURRY! Limited Time!
Dryer Bonus

Buy laundry cppk'ancos NOW .. for
jfmttii vbu aoeuszs

FULTON ELECTRIC BONUSES: — DRYER $15.00 — WATER HEATER $15.00

Graham Furniture Co.
303 WALNUT ST.

$15.00

Water Heater Bonus __ $25.00

PHONE 185

